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Seep & Heard
Araind

MURRAY
flanks to Mrs. Corinne Kemp
for the corn ccb jelly. It sneils
sort of Ike agpie May with a
corn cob backgrouod. She made
it out of corn cobs.
—
—
We made some quince jelly one
tune iust for the heck of it. Wife
Ili at the time and
e tout a
Quince tree I aided with frua so
there was tailing to do but make
the jelly ourselves.

1111Xiin

1

Quince are about the are of stnall
hard
as
apples
and
* crab
nails. We ground up about a
bushel of faience sad let the stuff
sun riser on the stove for a long
tune.
Strained the anariering ground up
Quante and we saw right off that
we were many going to have
some leaf
0.

Cadets am loaded vitth penal so
we dld not need any kind of Surekl or egg giving else. The man
thing we needed was idly eases.
firseber. when we started pouring May Into glasses. we Hied up
every thing in the house but the
iutchan sink

• We were eating Quince Rely for
1ato years It never occurred to us
to throw out about half the stuff
betore we aver got gaited.
You talk about something Mang.
Quanoe wail do it When you make
it, start pouring. but

lay's
on
t,

ERS

Here's his ad
I doeen wooden pitchforks
2 spinning wheels
1,500 ten-foot fence rails
2 ox carts
20 pounds of mutton tallow
1 alx teagellon soap kettle
100 empty barrels
40 gailons of sontimm molames
3 scythes and cradles
85 sugar troughs
hoops
I lame Morn
I plow with wooden mould board
1 forty-gallon copper still

0

4
‘,...
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ty

Vi'alter Jones brings in a for sak
ad thst was pub:Lased on Mecca
I , 1841 by J LMaus of Vereagles The ad was published in
the Breeders Oszette because Mr
Moms was Mang out to head for
Oregon Territory by ox-tiom

locupit

•

ron Hol Sete -

Clyde Jones reports that he has
a Mason jar with tile date Nov
30, lthe on it Mrs. Cheater Thomas reports the has one also
Which belonged to her mother.
Now team a gadder and we nay
need some help on anewering this
one

/

ale

tiled

Bobby Dunn Senior
Chemist At Calvert
City; Goodrich
labby E Dunn has b aen proto &mar Chemist at the
Goodrich, Chemical Cornsantra Osivert City rant, as announced:, by Stanley B FarbsteIn,
Technical Manager.
Dunn or.gtrmally joined B
G oottach in January 1966, as an
Amor-ate Menai. In November
1956 he was promoted to Chemist
His work was on /papal problems
related to quality control of process screams and plant products.
In July 1980 he was signed to
the M.11/18 Spectrometer Laboratory In this position he supervised
personnel conducting
I absratory
quality control analysis In October of 1964 Dunn was transferred
to the Process Analyzer Group.
and in October of 1966 he was
given the Menai respotanbility of
aus group
Dunn holds a Bachelor of Science Degree in Chemistry from
Murray State University. He is •
member of the Church of Christ
at 7th and Poplar in Murray.
Dunn is also a member of the Instrument Society of Ainerlea
Dunn. hia wife. Norma and
their three sons, Jeffrey. Steven,
and Andrew reside at 031 Meadow
Lone, Murray

Son-In-Law Local
Couple Passes Away
John Carernba at Inkster. Matt.
son-in-law of lir. and /kw Dal
Adana of Mune., died suddenly
from a heart stank at a hospital
in Inkster on Tuesday at 12:1111
p.m He was dB years of age
He is survived by his oda Km
lanai Adana Colombo of Lokster.
parents, Mr. and Mrs
Mich
MathAlsommts it- DIM*. Midi.;
two daughters, WVso Vale
Zaranba and Mos 'Ands Clematis
of Indoor. Mich.; one son, Airmen
lamt Class John Oareenba with
the Air Form in Japan, one brother, Stanley Caremba of Detrott.
Minh
Funeral arrangements are Iii-

Final Rites For
Raymond Rhodes
— Final rites far Raymond R.
Rhocke of 408 Sycamore Street,
ret Lied nesurante salesman were
held today at 1 30 pin at the
Brake*-Coleman Funeral Heinle
with Rev Lloyd Ranier afloatmg Burial is being held In the
Murray Cametery
Mr Rhodes, age 73. died 'abradey and a eurvevert by hai wife.
Mrs Ruby Rhodes, daughter. Mai
Hada Rhodes both of liferray,
and an Runt, Mrs Lelbert Orr of
West Viola
Funeral
The Tralook-Oolem an
Hone ties ohs.nre of the arrangem ente

Loophole In DST
Seen, Breathitt
FRANKFORT, X) - Gov. Edward T Breathitt said last night
that Kentucky may not be subject to the new federal daylightsaving time (DST) Its unal April
1968 .- after Its legislature next
meets in requiter session.
As he reads the new law. Breathitt said, it requires all state.', to
adopt DST from April to October
each year "insofar as practicable."
When Congress authorized any
state exempt itarY, by leaskative
ant, from the DST requirement,
Breathitt said, it dearly intended
that DST
not be forced upon
Governor Ned T. Breathitt
any state without giving that state
the opportimity to exempt itself"
"This opens the door to an artm unatre.the or judicial decision,"
the governor continued. "Since
Kentucky has no regular legislative
sesmon before Aged 1, 1967 (the
effective date of the feedral law)
There. MN be two games tomorit Ls riot reactacable for Kentucky row night at &alto, between the
to comply with the provisions of Warriors and Faxon The "B"
this law"
team game Will start at 6:00 to
allow fans to see these two games
IA Gov Harry Lee Waterfaid
arid have time to see the Lakers
hes declared that the next time
play ni the Calloway County
Breathitt leaves the gate he. as
Moslems Tournament
acting rovernar, will recall the
Aka has lost only one game.
laillAtilane into special session to
and the was to Faxon, early in
keep the state on sientland time
the season Faxon is unekaested
A poll of legistaists ordered by
in the county, their onky loss was
ea Legislative Research Commisto Clubs
eon currently shows a 57-to-4
This shoukt be one of the beat
disaion in the House and a 20games in the season and the fans
60-3 division in the Senate in f&N&cm both sohoris ate isavited to
or Of remaining on dandled time.
come ota to see tate* team in
areatteitt said he needs to Maction.
ineraata, „iiveautl meeting of the
National Governors Conference at
Wldte Oulphor Springs. W. Vs
this weekend because matters
the agenda me important to Kentucky Hut he added:
was received Tuesday
Word
"I will not leave Kentucky so
mortarg of the sudden death of
the
ponsibil
ity
long as there exists
Rev Troy Outland. age 66, of
that an acting governor could call
Savannah, Term.. ketnerby of Cala apeatni session of the legislaaway 0ourity.
ture and perhaps needlessly cost
Funeral stervioes will be held
the taspayers • quarter of a mil- Thuiertay at two pm in Savanlion dollars."
nah. Tenn
Breathitt said he and WaterSurvivors are his wife, Mrs
field "need to cooperate in tlas
Opal Outland: two asters, Mon
ether.
rattier
matter and work uez
George Nanro ot Murray Route
than engage in political reaping "
Six and Mrs Claude Emerson of
"I offer my cooperation with
Gnome Point. Mich : two brothers.
the lieutenant governor in darts
Ruf and Clifford Outland of Murto solve that Trnbiem in the best
ray Route fax.
way far Kentucky," Breathitt said
"But I repeat. I wig not sub.
FUNERAL
(Continued on Page Fight
Mr and Mrs. James H Belcher.
Mr and Mrs. EDa Wrather, Mr
ONE CITED
and Mrs Cecil Holland. Raymond
One patron was cited for dis- Wrather, of Akno, Mrs Trudie
regarding a stop aim yesterday by Miller and grandson Jeffrey of
the Murray Police Department, Murray Route Two, attended the
wording to the Peace ague No funeral af their roman Mrs Mag other citations were tamed and gie Smith Vaughn of ClarksviXe,
Terme:ewe on Monday.
no anidents were investigated.

Almo And Faxon To
Play On Thursday

Rev. Troy Outland
Dies Suddenly

Armir,

Jos H. Curd writes that he en joys the Ledger and Tunes an 1
he poem a question "I would hke
for you to expiatn the differen re
between the Marion jar M 3%011
Patent Nov 30, 1868 and the
Mesons patent Nov 30, 1858", says
Mr Curd
Now, dr we could just csine out
fiat footed and my aa don't
know. however this Toes ecrutat

•

(Continued on Page Eight

WEATHER REPORT
By United Press International

S.

•

•

sonny and
Kentucky
'Wea little warmer today and Thursand coat again tonalit.
data.
teen non near 38 to
lash ,ths
46, &uthwes winds 6 to 12 roles
p." hour Low tonight mostly Em
the 20's High Tim ratty 38 to
56 Outiook Friday -- Partly Mae
en and warmer; drying conditions
this, afternoon good, dew points
In the 20s.
, 7 am 354 6,
Kentucky lake
a n 3 foot. below dam 3187, up
38
Bataan- Lelia 354.6. no change,
heir pw dam 3.12.1, up 1.1.
Sane/se 7:08. sureiet 4:41.
Moon sets 6.56 pin.

Builders Hold
Meeting Here
Last Night
The
Murray-Calloway
County
Builders
Assccas ion
held
its
monthly meeting last night at the
Southside Restaurant.
The menshes who attended the
National
Association
of
Home
Builder's Con ye nasal-Expiation In
Memo discussed their am and
Informed the members of the
many services offered by the
national association and the valuable ideas and Information that
could be obtained thraugh it
lascussion was also held conmemos the Aasomation's Charter
Night Banquet which will be held
On January 20, at the aloltiar
Inn Motet here in Murray.
°l'de Johnson, president, appointed a membership committee.
with Jackie Burkeen as chairman.
The correnIthe acted to open a
membership campaign in order to
give every etigible person or firm
an opportunity to become a chartered member of the Association.
To date, the Asecotatson has 49
rr.embee .
A B °Whey of Pena Rokoreen.
Pane. Tennessee, will host the
next regularity scheduled membershk meeting of the Murray-Calloway County Builders Maculation
on January 6, 1967.

A charge of murder and arson
against Trinyarn Carter of Mayfield which followed the death of
three children in a house fire OTI
November 22 were dismissed yesterday morning in Graves County
Ccurt
The charges were dropped because of insultwient evidence,
Commonwealth Attorney L. M.
'Tipton said
Carter seal that he would report to Ft. Knox tomorrow for
reassignment by the US. Army.
Carter, a Spc 4th. Class in the
Army. had recently returned from
Korea and had spent some time
in Viet Nam last year. He was
enroute to Germany and on leave
In Maytead when the fire occurred.

Kiwanis Club Will
Meet On Thursday

Draft Dodgers Go
Over Into Canada

runeral Of Mrs.
Brown Held Today

Mrs. Harlan Hodges
To Be Storyteller
Mag. Harlan Hodges. popular
-wee, will
and talented bock eerie
tell a story for children at the
Murre.y -Calloway County Library
on Theerauy , December 20, at three
pen.
"Adult midlenses are always enchanted by Mrs Hodges' reviews
arxi it la to be expected that thildren will be doubly enchanted
with the wa-rn arat apperi king way
a story is told by this lovely lady,"
sad Mni. Ben Trevathan. libmaan
Children toes fee and older are
welcomed to abtend. This program
will take the place oil the regular story hour that Is usually
held on Wednesday afternoon.

US Planes Back
With Massive
Strike On Hanoi
By BRYCE MILLER
United Press I nternational
SAIGON an — Commiurist news
agencies mid US. planes bombed
lauvoi today with the second massive as- stnike in two days and
that Comaluniet gunners shot
down eight American planes. Hanoi ordered a series of Viet Cong
revenge attacks which took a
heavy toil of US. and Vietnamese
Ives in the South.
The Conwnunasts were getting
the propaganda jump on the 13nfled States by reporting air action the day it occurred. US. military spoke/nun ion ally report
such actions a day later and they
had no comment on today's Communiet reports which often are
exaggerated.
US, spokesmen in Saigon denied Communist °harem American planes hit the residential district of Hanoi proper Pudenda y
They mkt the planes brackete d
the North Vietnamese capRal with
attacke on ail storage areas, a
trunk park and a nasal* site
none rimer than five miles
The Clornmunasts mid four planes were thot clown Tuesday and
eight today' by dense antiaircraft
fire and missiles that filled the
skim over Hanoi with back pith
of smoke and Hashes of Beane.
The Ruarieza said at Sailt CCP
American pane was shot down
texiity by a Soviet-buat ground-toair miedie. Hanoi said many other
planes were damaged today.
Hanoi said one of the planes reported shot down today was a
pilotless reconnateeanoe plane.
The Clommunists mid LaGs,
mistake and antiaircraft guns
threw up an atiwurmountakte barrage" over Hanoi today and "one
plane after another
American
burst into flames in it." A Tess
report said US. planes today fired rockets at a residential area
where foreign embasetes are located
An American spokesman in Salpan said MIGs Tuesday fired at-to-air missiles which mimed but
that one plane and its pilot were
lom.
In one apparent revenge attack
grenade hurling Communist guerrillas moors under cover of darkness attacked a US. Marine outpost on the outskirts of Chu Lai
today and inflicted heavy casualties on the Amerciares before withdrawing without losing a man
No Figures
There was no figure on casualties but a Maxine platoon usually
runs Wait 46 men .
The attack 350 miles northeast
of Saigon was one of a series of
coordinated guerrilla forays at
retaliations. hamlets and an autocrat around the big Marine complex at Chu Lai They also tat
a fuel dump at lain Ky.. 15 miles
awes,. ,and blew up 60,000 gallons
of tisistUun fuel.
Viet Cong terrorists also mounted a series of attacks in and around Saigon and killed or wounded a acme of persona in the coordinated actions which already

Woman's Society Of
Church Will Meet

'The Woman's Ma/emery Society
of the Kiriney Pupate Church will
meet at the chinch at four p.m .
on Friday. December 16. to peepare the tome to be castributed
The Murra y State U n ivereity at Chrlietrraws time.
School P.T.A will be entertained
Dematdons have been made to
in the Uraverestty Auditorium at the
W'MS for the preparation of
7:00 p m Thurake, December 15. the boxes and
any person is In The Muck Dem ranen t under %sited to be at
the church on Frithe dbawiEai of Leonard
D. day to heap with ay. work
or with
Whitmer sell nonduet a Carat- a donation to the boxes.
mac Mimic prorrum 'Universetv
Following the work pertad the
Skthoni students, grades one Owwomen will go to the home of
l-Pt/Rh twelve will participate
The public to remitelly Invited Mrs Willatun FHwrds for a potto attend inks Christmas holiday buck d tinier and exchange of
Chasteness gifts.
progriun.

I Jniversitv School
PTA To Be Feted

The well designed home of Mr. and Mrs. Tommye ID. Taylor, located on the corner of
North Eighth and Sharpe, is one of three homes on the Murray Woman's Club Holiday
,Home Tour which will be held on Thursday from 9:00 to 12:00. Tickets are on sale at all
three homes and coffee will be served in the Taylor home. The other two homes on the
tour are the houses of Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Garland, on. Glendale at Kirkwood, and Mr.
and Mrs. Jerry Roberts on Hermitage Drive, just off South Sixteenth Extended. Jean and
Joe's Florist will decorate the Taylor home.

Charges Of Murder
And Arson Dropped

The Murray Recants Club wig
meet at the Wonian's Club House
Mb/treaty Meta at six thirty.
The movie -The 80ra
of
Chasteness'', produced by Southern Bell will he shown The movie,
bane by pupoeta
delacts "the
Mee Before Christmas" In amusing form in the first part of the
film and m the second part writes depicting the "Nativity" in
keeping with the merest spirit of
Chattiness
The sale of Christmas trees by
the club is now in progress at the
Southaide Shopping Canter Trees
are selling from $400 up arid are
on sak ciativ learn 9 00 am.to
9 00 pm. Proceeds from the sale
OTTAWA MN — Does the Unitwill go to the club's fund for
ed States have battalions of pounderprivileged chlicken.
tential young whiter* eethRiAlnk
the draft in Canada?
florae rsagirte Mir Anda Wei
be 3,000 draft dodgers to ilkdi
oanscription-free
country.
But
ateurces in
Toronto, Montreal.
Vancouver and Ottawa said TuesFuneral service; for Mrs. Lobs
day there are nowhere neer that
Buchanan Brown of Nashville,
many
A UPI poll of US consular of- Term., age 71 are being heal tofals, immigration officials and day at two pm at the Seventh
groups dedicated to helping draft and Poplar Church of Chriat with
dodgers, indicated that there were burial to follow in the Murray
pestaps 500 Americans — probebly Cemetery
Mrs. Brown, widow of the late
less — sevicirw to evade the draft
B Brown who died three years
by crikaing into Canada.
Opposition leader John Dieters- ago pRssed away Monday night.
Suergereis are two daughters.
baker woe &Aruba{ enough about
the reports Monday to ask Prime Bonnie and Martha Nell, both of
Minister Leiter B. Pearson what PlambrIlle, Term two asters. Mrs.
his gos ieassita attitude was to- Mary Cooper of California and
ward theme Americans. ten- Mrs Beubth Drye of Louisville;
baker wanted to know how the five brothers, John and Albert
government
would
treat draft Buchanan of Murray , Giles and
dodger's when and if they applkd Tom Bur.herien of Chicago, DI.,
said Galen Buchanan of Fallon.
for Canadian citizenship.

Pearson replied In the House of
Common; hat each application
for otasenehth would be considered on Its merit., but he abdicate
eel that the fact an Arrieekan
evaded the draft would be weighed before catizerwas p was granted.
Canadian Ex tercel Affairs Minister Paul Martin mid earlier this
veer that Canada did not feel
tinder any obtariatan to 9end draft
delinquents back to their draft
boards or the FBI
And an Internet cilreottee in the
immigration department says there
is no lawful baste to bar an
American from entering Canaan
on the trowels that he is avoiding matter-yr service
• "Canada does not encourage the
alma-aeon of persons who are
.--ealaingto avoiti military responsibility," the directive adds
An American Embassy official
id the State Department "would
like Canada to send these people
back" but he added "We're cart sin) not going to come up here
nod beat the lora for a few
r.011tents

Vol. LXXXVII No. 294
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1
SHOPPING
DAYS LEFT

CHRISTMAS SEALS tiohtTlaod
other RESPIRATORY DISEASES

have killed 36 persons in the peal
week.
The Ocoununist attacks %mita
ently were an response to an asit•
peel by the North Vietnam h eel
command to avenge the American
bornbing of what at mid were populated areas of Hanoi. It caned
for warildwide Cornmunist assist•
to "May the bloody halal
of the US. aggressorsA Hind broadoaat quoted ea
editorial in the Daily Nhan
dernandirg the Viet Gong "avenge
the people in Hanoi and other
parts of the country masasered to,
the US. aggressors.' It called the
savage
Named Hanoi attack.',
crimes" and "wideed schemes."
Mistake Bombings
Adding to the tragedy of MI

use

(Continued on Page Eight)

Tobacco Sales
Open Tuesday
On One Sucker
Opening sales for air curecl one
sucker tobacco opened Tuesday on
the Murray abatro market with
an average or 1135.81, being recorded ft.- the day's sale, accordtrig to 011ie Barnett, reporter foe
kcal martet.
A total of 289,292 pounds were
sold tot' a total amount of mane,
of 8103,593 12.
Barnett seed some of the alp
piles ot tobacco sold for $61.80
and not too much of the totemic
went to the pool He said it ems
a very good sale far this type of
tobacco.
A rather sale is echedukd for
Friday on the four Murray A0101-5,
DoranSs, Farris, Growers, and
Planters.

ea

P.ight Cases Heard
By City Judge Dunn
Eight cases were heard in the
City Court of City Judge William
H . (Jake) Dunn during the past
week. Records show the following oonurect.
G. M. Turner, charged with
running a red light, entered plea
of runts", fined $1000 plus 44.50
costs ($800 suepeaded).
J. E. Jones, charged with reckless driving, amended to breaels
of peace, entered pies of guilty,
fined $10.03 pito $450 coats.
T L. Lax, cheated with reeklow dream, entered plea of guilty fined $10.00 plus $450 costs
J. D Hicks, charged with DWI,
amended to reo. tam delving, entered plea of guilty. fined $100.00
plug $4.50 costa.
. W. Trenhoina amazed with
to
driving,
amended
reckless
breach of peace, entered plea of
guilty, fined $14100 plus $450
oosts.
P. S. Hendrick. charged with
reckless tithing, entered plea ca
fated $35.00 ptus 14 50
•
D. E. McGinni& chanted with
speeding, amended to breach of
peace, entered plea of guilty, fined $1000 phis $450 coots
Erwin Stalls. chompd with permitting an maceneed driver to
operate vehicle, entered plea of
pain., fined $1000 plus $4 50 meta

Christmas Cantata
Set For Sunday
A Chrieornaa Cantata "kers
Transcending" by John W. faitigre
non will he prevented at the Based
Bapose Church on Sunday. December 18, at rive pen.
The chorowe of the church will
take part in this appeal program
to be directed by Gene Orr admier with Miss Jeanne Winchester
as the pianist.

'
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Extended Care Under Medicare READ THE LEDGER'S CLASSIFIEDS 4
Is Explained;Eligibility
MINAKA Mel
NAKA Vi!

1111:1111.18RED by LEDGER & TIMES PUSLISHING COMPANY. laccum of the Murray Ledger, The Cuutrivag Times, and The
-Rewind, October 20, 1928, arid the West Kestucluan, 4112aUarY
3, Diet

NCL
I4

JAIL es C. WILLIAM'S. PUBLIKUla

Editor's Note: This is the first
in a series of lour amides, explaining extended core benefits under
Medicare. prepared by the PeultiNATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO, 1600
by Vatted Press Intersaliernal
ash Dian:sot it
Seoursty OfTame; Tiros & Lige Bids., Hew York,
Madam Ave.
Today a Wednesday. Dec 14, the
fice. To have the full explanation,
restieseson Bldg- Detroit/ Mich348th uay of 1966 with 17 to folmedicare eligibles Mould dip and
Thia conium of questions and low.
Sewed of me Pea Cage Murray, Kentucky, for trausol......00
save earl article)
ailaWara on federal tax madam a
Swoon Class Matter.
The moon a between Us new
provided by the local orrice or the phase and first quarter
SITHOORIPTION RATIO: by Carrier In Murray, per week Ida Pee zags*
What Extended Care Is
Intarnal4evenue Service and
morning
The
stars are Mars
Extended care is relatively slxrtSLIO. In Calloway and ailmuung esurinegg per year, MAO; enewbere, Mai
publahat as
public service to and Jupiter
Leon rehabilitative or restorative
taxplifells
tialtiMin mowers
The evening star is Saturn.
'The Oesthadeig Civic Aimee of a Ceemissibe is the
1Wra sn • *COW kind of nuramit
quest/Mt Meet tempest:ft mated by
AMOCI01/11 ISTWUX and World Locality. It is for the recent* hoslabignie
Ilkomyspre
iez9•9419a
War II hero, James Doohttle, was Peaesed patient PASO continues to
Q.
I
Was
au" in a car aocident born on this day in
WILDNIZSDAY - DeCliat13KR 14, 1946
le96
need tuill-iime aluiee mum* care
aud IMO eallOpentexed
my wOn this deg in history:
The She behind extended care is
rens by au insursoce company Is
In 1799. Cleorite
that et screatthe duties a hoaatai
that mow ingelib0
first President of the Uruted Aar many mama will no limilor
A for injuries adrued the Inianakee ear's prodded by
Suites. <had at Mouse Vernon.
al an seelleset are tax free.
In 1819, Alabama ordered she the hospital but thee stall need
L SITED Patina INTILIOsATIONAL
Q. - I rent a oar for bumoess
nundag cam
date. consamous Maid
WASIUNGTObi
Se:.ate Democratic leader Mike Mans- use Can I use the mtleage rate for United Mateo as the
In ism tee comb. "81Mer- This kind of care can be furtiadual
field. calling lot
of sikluag up the
era.settre extending into early fr'ebruary women
ant as shatiavay, and as the
gown" sat ail MOM ale .1160111/
80
rental lees?
in explore tax passatilliU of bringing peace to Vietnam:
owe
to lay the the esbk Somainalag in a biga-etiatita
A
(la
•
rental
car,
use
the
"The offer for a Certsinths-44ew Year pause on the part of
*may. Mme.'s ageorisd core
rental expenses pita stet you pay Hon,Aukt aft Ohs Gilden Gate.
National laberauini ?Ton; k Viet Cong) is a specific, if
In Ina she eisolialrel College benefit was deogned br-and pagfar toils, parting fees and gasoline
•
entary untiative."
coallamsd
Preeident eants are Waited to-this land of
itod oil as the expeme figure. These &easily
Cart.
costa, when incurred for business Lynda' Jlabstsates victory over
What 14 Is Not
WASHINGTON - Surgeon General William H. Stewart, pommies. are deductible to the ex- Harry Oeldies.,er el the presiacUon to combat air pollution winch threatens the tent they are not reimbursed by dential agetion.
It a nut the trod of coati:dial
A thouglat fur Me day - Amer- dire or resider:Mar care which Many
A the nation.
your drigioyer
II a rental car as also dnven for ce& Anto Gen Douglas Miac- auximg homes provide; nor a it
-A man Living in a polluted etivtronzuent is not a healthy
personal or family use Men the Arttmur add: "It is fatal to eater lang-ierre care. There as. of mime.
ants have ha be allocated between any war (ANNUL the will to wui mho s great used for god custodial
business and personal me In this
(are and for madman hones tor
OTTAWA - A U.S. embassy official oxarnienting on reowe. oay the business portion of fund id her
withheld taxes can Ow aged. but relative* able-bodied.
elkirts that SOO to 9,000 US. draft dodgers may be hiding out
the espenses quality as a tax de- I &On claim
Tile extended care benefit under
bee exemption?
in Canada:
duction.
A. - Nia yea aray not. A wife is medicare, huwever, a ml moat
The U.S. Slate Department would like Canada to send
Q - I undeentand dua farmers
not conalliwad her Method% do- Sr this type of care, impoillatd eir
people tact, but were certainly not going to come up can nut tate
bex reielde"a ______. Ins
is.
a bolded it wee
credit agains: income Mx. Ceti this tiles
eand
e
Who Is Llagible
beat the bush for a few malcontents."
a aspepalle Nam the caber
credit mat or taken on gra used in
nu* Me letweillele 1110
1
1this
.
11
Benehts for extended care berWASHINGTON - President Johnson, advising that the 1.986?
case. aplege * foraged Is damn mes atter hospitalization
are co,
A - The credit can be liken for
aspesimiior 4r
tion would not attempt to close the balance of pay- ered tugier She hemaital ineuriamg
a period stretching beck to July at the
ather16 gap and end the dollar drain as long as the Vietnam
part of Medicare beginaling on Jan1. 1l15, on Me retern filed for the
U yam wIfe recenes gob a small ti - 1. 1967 Everyone
at continues
em 06 and
first tax year beginnene alter June amount of =alley Iron
Xib
her
it
over whose heisith anuranoe card
Net.. -When the hostilities in VletlidiII have ended, we will 10. Ng&
would probably be to your advant- *bows -Hugs:sal LtaUniaCe
• eaaalereexamine our balance of payments program in the light of
Par Eiert beawevirs, dee well be age to file a Joint return Compute
the'return filed he calendar year your fax both ways to are whch mews is ougable for tin benefit.
the carcumataaotes at that time."
Medicare Wall cover these semoes.
Rat Be am to
your tax re- * best in your situation
however, only when they are proturn on urns lowever. The credit
Q. - How do you beadle a year vided by an extended cave
,
a lust g the return Is late.
end taxable addend on stork. Do ISMS ass aka the proaxLbec
•
Q - Du wo have to support a you report
the year declared Sr rude tor paructseassi and 'ale Liiperson ail year to be able to claim the year received?
czi.ty has agreed to PartaVate.
tus or her dependency exemption?
A - Report it in the year it is Cure rec.:teal
in a patient's own
mother
My
moved
in
us
wills
sevMad sbe sold %tate her besbaad. Behold now. I perceive
ozentructively received. The meezs home,
or a non-approt isA iscility is
at ibis is so hal, man of Goi. which passeth by us continu- eral mouths ago arid have beim diet 11 you received the donde/el nut covered.
prim-ohm her hill support ever or had a credited to your axon
it
ing". Pe '.he said. Let u, make a small chamber with walls
since
• 1956. them it mot be reported
%bat I. Aa Extended Care
. . . sad there maim ler ban a bed. -II Kings 49.
not concern- on your 1906 return
I &edit'?
A -- me 5t4P1XXt
Let us provide a holy I:dace for God in our hearts
ed with how hong you have suppor.ocinsirlenng a 3db beQ. It
a
%social
is
(Ind or nursing
ed • pence but whether you pro- ing ordered me in gairope. If I teee
vided more than half the support a sea mayesiry be subJect be U. kw Imam or • deduct part of • hos- r
1IlatitutIon that provides ,
pug
required by the person for the cal- Tax?
endar year. II you provided this
A - YOSa salary a laxable if the continuous skuled nursing care ,
support for yesir okodaer and Mei
Lase • mb with the U & os- and other health .ervicen that
LiD41.11 & TIMM
,
other tend are met. then you M..) ▪
aan& owereen You may be on- Eaten needed lMkxaaig th
chin air as • depaidem
•
to exclude all or pert of Your phase of as gime that
Mr and Mrs_ Lave Watson of Murray Route Two are
income from U. S. tax if you worm ninpitainfauon.
To be appruved for Mediums par- i
pbCtiaed in their earn with the convenient milking arrange- Q - My wife as turct...: A part- for a private concern overseas.
for the hoisards 11 she
mat which they constructed With the aid of the Ryan !MX
The IRS booklet., -nax Conde tactissoon as an extruded care [s•
111be bet awn return to get a mcatty. a nursing !WOW or welataPliknpany Also pie-tared today are Mr and Mrs. Henry
Bur- illed 4 her withheld nixes can I for U S Citizens Abroad.- explains Lion must
meet main' require- !
this sutoect in detail. Drop a post
keen with some of thole cows on thou 135-acre farm
lucated glal abeam her examptsonl
card to your distrait office rialong ments ad the law. such in. roundeast ai Dexter on the Dexter and Hick, Roadihe-olock MAW nursien serenes.
pea ma Not A wife is for • free owl
8 L Andrews, resident of Murray and former merchant
merlical supervision of Me care ler ,
lft Greenville, passed away December LI at Western Baptist net arabillerallhe hurnanin deeach patient aid an arraiugeleetu
„maim man a lama
"
a
,wita
Hoepatal in Paducah
NOW VOL KNOW
woo
noipitar for appropriate
Bobby Bowden arrived tins week to spend the Chriainias SIM a ailainalle ream the other
Leander of patients In sorditaasi.
ilium
asissassaii Loa to irai
by Coiled Preis Inientatkreal
beitklays with his mother, Mrs II-1 Bowden. Ile is teaching
each approved twailty anew tO
(aia. amber 44 psserued Ludein
Nessada leads the insion in Per amply with lase VI at one Cleg
Vtrgints Institute at Biack,burg, Va.
aSeillptacarl expenses or deductions
ciags:a coneeziption of seaboli,. ba Aot wrath iwollebile
Edna /Ones Is president of the Junior 4-H Club at Murray
of Itiv (*her
beirerviree. followed by Abatis. Nem crnalmeloon awed on race. coke,
Training School. Other officers are Danny Kemp.
viceQ _
wa, a mama a pan _ liarripsbue.
Delaware sod Con- or aseeral origin
PfrelOCIent, Judy Culpepper, secretary - treasurer, and Susan %
time rdi for the holidaygIfshe newt:eat, acionclum to a In.* of
Sege dotter will lime about ex_Frans and Grata Brooks, song leaders.
tended care faculties in your area
fSes her own return to ea • re- Amenca moan on divicked.
and be will decide if you need exWe reserve dis nes to meet aey Advertising. Lettere to tits litetar.
a Public Verse items welch, ua our opolion, are not fur Use ban ie.
West a our mailers

Income Tax

The Almanac

Questions & Answers

tended oare se.rvioes (Wowing hospinaltattvi.
iNegutiatious with a number of
facilities in the Paducish social se- .„
ourity mato:. have been underway
for
waiisu
bene niade
urne m
tow :the
arutiw,es
oto s
.
einiled
iegir
a Ir
vit

A

paruteular nursing home or
foolisty beoome a 'amrucipat,mtg"
eictenciod mare facility
when a

NEXT: What Medicare pays and
ooncations for payment.%

TV SERVICE CENTER
U.S. GOVT GRADED

,
23 39
6-14 Lbs.

Ib

C

OPEN 24 HOURS DAILY
EXCErt SUNDAY
KRAFT

Miracle

sOUTBERN STAR

WHIP

HAMS

SALAD DRESSING
Quart Jar

FULLY COOKED

MEMPHIS
and
ST. LOUIS
Teo and From
Murray, Beaton sad Hazel

wOu
Llauslar
.s sdi
alii,
uhDiscanber
ccade pupos
hid. Un
pin_

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES, INC.
Murray

asaied aStakelarearlen PhisY in the'
Carter Mensentary School
turn The
The pa,y was called "As Yu I
Like It" Ellen Quertermout Cave
Miller. and Hazel Carson rewrote
IS, play They got the leery from
Ow book called -Tales Plum Maim- '

733-1717
525-1415
CU -1215

Memphis .
St Louis

••••••

VP!PliA VP!!W. POW!PtIl!*AIWASW MCI
BEAUTIFUL

The oast was Cktye Wks% Hazel
Gerson,
uti Ammons, Tim Lea- ,
seer. Jimmy Pasco, George Laoduit, BMW Jones. Yaws Oris7
.11w
i.
mid Mart Ooroptola
•
was
The
coutennuim
play i
ii

Scotch Pine
At

Clearance

Sale
AU New Wed

g Center

DETERGENT

Used

No itteasoliable titter
EACH EVENING

TO 9

Refused
NOME* WASHER

SATURDAY & SUNDAY AFTERNOONS

Kiwanis Club

Proceeds
To Help Finance Christmas Baskets
All
i0.141 b14,1111),XIM MADAM WM WM
Sizes

Beginning at '3.00

with every

Ng* "wawa*
NOOFXR NANO

lets Is

-ACEIMINI mums"- -(Iran tll. WitineY 34 is
taken to tire backup in Portland Mahn. by Shei ifta
Eleyritess Ite..014* FON, heft i and Chewier Dodge
after
beta* har.-mf with the murder of PM cav.rt..4.1
wife fti seWu. 341 in 11,ot •Thanitagheina fair aid,
. Serldeal flipper)
Lionavy
the oar in the rortigroon I sad *he was
tt
,
wal/00 bov.oisi Tl.ere Was a 1144“1..a
+...f:•611... Alt,. h'r
Uri Armett• lanai nit II nod
nil ,inuoatirr

1.404

They 5-.re sleiniurel

APPLIANCE
with eery
Used Purclume

GREEN ACRES
Mobile Homes
Hwy.51 - By-PaNs
Union City, Tenn.
IIRS-51114

,
67
I

Evaporated

RINSO

MILK

Large Site

Yen Can

9 345c

-1.b. I. all

Ib

P ItT

Sunshine

Kraf

7-oz. Jar

MARSHMTOW CREME
2F°.39..
litiLSTNUT BACON
59`.b
.1

FRI till
S4'0TCH PINE

COCONUTS BANANA
IE S
10r.
2for.24
)
.

TREES
41 -ft. $
4
.99
DIAMOND

FLORIDA - 5-Lb. Rag

LATINO or uooKING

Baby 1;alnuts

Grapefruit
39c

APPLES

1.1: 39s

4-1.h.

•

Sag

39

Pri(es In Effect Through Tuesday, December
341. 1966 - Ouantity Purchases
Limited

Open 24 Hours A Dav . . . Closed Sundays
Items Below Are Our Everyday Low Prices . • .
leX POWDERED - 1-Lb. Box

OLD MILL - 41!-Lb. Can

SUGAR

18c Sorghum$1.29
63c Cherries

SWAN
h it 1. I

V

BRA( HI'S CII0C. COVERED - 12-0z.
Box

LIQUID (20e OFF) - Qt. Bottle

49c

JAR

1: lb can

0

Beef Stew 49c Baby Food 9c
(rea vANDLEs)

Beans 3i 29c Gulf Wax2i15c
RED

FLAVOR KIST

Mal go by December 31e4!

COFFEE

79

81 KIVU - No. 3041 Can

CHRISTMAS I
TREES
South Side Shoppin

FOLGOt'S

SEMI-BONELESS

49'

Years Ago Today

Sixth Grade Presents
Shakespearian Play

GRADE "A"

FRYERS TURKEYS

A Bible Thought For Today

OVERNIGHT SERVICE

Ur

alf

HEN

r

44.

Phone 753-5865

1111K 301111

A%WM WIN

igg

Tell

)

•
SPECIALS ON 19- AND 23-INCH
•
CURTIS-MATHES TELEVISIONS
Open from now until Christmas 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.

312 N. 4th Street

Quotes From The News

W

CHRISTMAS SPECIALS
Our Prices Don't Go Up . . .
They Come Down!

1 Lb. Box

MANI b11/1 (REG. 11.49)

Crackers 29c Listerine
\ARMCO WA,EIVIA

, us pkg

79c

LIPTith ON 10 N

CREAMS 39c Soup Mix 37c
LiqUID 4114 OFF)

Weal lase

LUX
111"1.1. HEtti - 14-01. ('an

hL.lI.(Mlft'S RI('E - 10-0z. Box

48c Krispies

37c

I.G.A. VIENNA - 4-0z. Can

OYSTERS 49c Sausage2 45c

.t

••••••••••«•
0.000 -0•••••••

L

-

- --410.11•1•10,ftwomiinsimmmiummiiiiiimigii.,

•

IEDS

UV

WEDNESDAY — DECEMBER 14, 1966

qMAWO

BOOKMOBILE
SCHEDULE
•
First Monday
Concord Sdaool — 9 30 Seers stop (Ocamord — 1200 Lunch
1230 Klir.e's Grocery
(Concord ,
1:00 Jarrett's stop
(Concord vicinity)
2•30 -

p.na.

A
PIN JOON

First

12:00
12:30
2:00
2:00

• Lynn

First Thursday

EE
V

.
n

1111

ACON
3

•

KING

•
S

- 10:10
-

1:00
1:30
3:00
4:30

- 12:00
- 12:30

-

TIMES

YOU CAN'T BUY BETTER QUALITY..

230
3:30
4:46

Third Tuesday
Almo School
910 - 12:31
Lunch
12:30 - 1:00
Almo Stop, Hopkin's Grovery, — 1:00 - 2:00
Dexter (Ilopkin's
G rocery)
2:00 - 3:00
Fielder (Woodlawn - City)
3:30 - 4:30

6

lays

Third Wednesday
Knicaey
Elementary
930 - 12.30
Lunch
1230 - 100
Jones' Grocery
Kirkaey )
1:00
2:00
Townsend stop
(Kirkary)
2:30
3:3C
Tucker's stop
OCirkaeo,)
4:00 - 5:00

Brcenh's Grocery
(Coldwater)
&Medd Grocery
(Stella)
Lunch
t•
Ross Home
(Marrflekl Rd.)
Henley% (10th

Dana, Hunter. (center) Franklin-Shapes High School end
and Illiehlkeiker, signs A football grant with Murray State University as Coach Bill I urger-son (right) and Franklin-Simpso
n
Principal Don Stephenson look on.
Stephenson is a Msl alumna, and former basketball player.
"We're really grateful for Don's help in eoro Mein( Danny to
play football at Murray," Forges-son said, "and ar hope all of our
alumni will help to. build a winning team."

•

29

Racers Win
90-75 Over
Oglethorpe

this

19c
•

S.

9c

PICNICS

•

Sc

AAAA-B - 51 1.4) 10

$149$
•

•

I

Beautiful slioel maim every
day bright, and the Christmas
season provides an excellent
reason for giving Mee[Ms gift
of fashion and comfort! If you
?wish, we will issue a Gift Certificate in her name, and sho
can

pick her special favorite.

Ryan Shoe Store
•

r•

lb.

59c

STEA
TBE K

lb.

99c

lb.

gogo

lb.

79c

ROI NI)

STEAK

dtlintalL

FIELD

RV/RW.0S WRAP
5TANORRO ROLL

33c

BREEZE _ _
SWAN

LIQ. —

SWAN

giant

59°
27e—

size27e

giant size

49c

I

1 2 Lb.

RINSO

BLUE

—

40)
"an

McPheeMurray state (90).
son 22, Duncan M. Chumbler 15
Cunnhurbani V. FLiverstodi a. s(ocits
I. Moiler 2, Lambert 7, Menu' 3
Oglethorpe (75) -- Littell 1, Alexander 4. Blair 16. Brunel 9 Sam,
7, Haggard 7, Dahl 2, Smith 6,
Cannou 4, Crain 8, Hill 11.
Mb*

- 59:

Chocolate ('.alted

king

Lb.

Pet Ritz

99

es

39c

ta

King

59c

RAKER'S - 4-()r Itl,u k

German Choc. 27c
Fruit Cake 2 59c

5 WessonOil 49c
kr
24

2W

.
23° g PECANS -

"NCE

gr!

-

HARD WADY 2 lb,
PEANUTS ---- 1 lb 59°
JUMBO JELLIES 28-. 39e
CREAl,PIES - - --25°
POT:PIE - - -2 F°R
Pit SHELLS
29e
SlcIORITENING - - 3 lb, 5.9e

29c

CRACKERS •

No. 313 CAN

TOMATO JUICE

29e

18- Wide
Old Fashion

Niblet Corn 2i 49c
Tomatoes 2i 29c
RENT S

!J

12' Wide
14-oz. bag 39°

Lux ivsolir_ _ r:ag, 3/27t
RITZ

'

vag4A0

ANGEL FLAKE

Murrrv State "run an easy rt.:Wry tam night over Oclethorne
tiny:9-04y. !Landing Yuen their first 0-01'N('F
I kea of the reason 90 to 75
.
! Ogl^thorpe led only once In the
gnme. at 2 to 1. Damenn hit is fess
, throw to tie it up, and Conninglain gave the Racers the lead %vim
I a la.yup.
Don Duncin had a perfect night
I
at the free tarow 1kw hlttine I
0( 14. he also moored four field
goal-% for a total of 22 points Herb
kinPhernon scored 22 ponds also.
The Petrels got into fool troLt.,(e
early In the game and lora the
-.r
two starting guards. Rotert Litu 11
end Doug Alexander before the
u.
'Murray tobit advantage of the
touts md in dud in on 75.5 pervent
of their gratis •.h-its
Murray's oiggest lead was 23
pairing early in the second half at
1 51 to 2R
I Billy Chun:bier added 15 poinia
to Morray's sem? ar(1 flick Conningfilim added nrrre along wit
; Ft rebounds
Only two Oglethorpe cdayers scored In double Liniri-s. Earl Blai
scored 16, and Normtul 11111 11.
—I

BACON

lb. 79c

1 RS1.1

SHELLED

Boiled
Custard
65C

I l.b.
Pkg.

OLD

2V-I 01111;E28

SLICES_
"

AMES -ANBERRIES
ATES- GRAPEFRUIT -

•

39c

STEAK

33!

IG

5c

WIENERS

SIRLOIN

Tigers Downed EAGLE BRAND MILK
By Wildcat,
COCONUT
82-55, Monday ,,ERsilEy
COCOA

fog.

59c

SWIFT - 12-Ounces

FRESH

MSU Racers To Close Home
Schedule Friday Night

Murray
10 25 36-55
Trigg
10 40 56-82
Murray (55) — Jones 4, Wilkris
3. Dunn 30. Rayburn 6, Allen 9,
(bah 3
Trigg (82) — Tokir 13, Martin
115, 0 flateliff 19. Meath 5, D.
I Ratcliff 17. Warton 4. E. Ratclaf
2. Holland 3. Oakley 4

TENDERIZE1;its

PREMIUM

Third Thursday
9:30 - 11:00
Shut Ins
9:00
Lunch
12:30: TrG
11:00 - 12:00 Row
Grocery
12:00- 1:00
(Penny)
2:00
3:00
J. R. Smith
1:30 - 2:30
(Kidney)
3.30 - 4:30
3.00 - 4:30
Fourth
Monday
Second Monday
The Murray State Thoroughbreds Haverstnc.k 8 2.
Money Hh School
9 00
10:00 Faxon
will
Duncan leads not only the team
Elementary
9:30 - 12:00
Austin Elementary — 10-00
12•30
eal°se
actiadule
°ut th4r
thls
:
we
P Chrilltnula
ln games I but a.Isc the OVC in free tiwow
12:00 - 12:30 with oidetnorne wow* and man.
Lunoh
1230
1:00 Lunch
With 23 in 28 attmliPtaPottertown
130 1 230 Grogan Grocery
as State of !imports Friday night. Cuiunn.7harn to
the teem In reI Elh11011,
12:30
Lovirea Grocery — 2.00
300
1:30
The Racers beat Loulaisna Oa- bounding with a 172 a genie
and
Fano:tuna Shores — 3:00
4.00 E3.k3t
'
s (Irving
loge 106-83 last Saturday to run Haverstock in shooting with 18 of
Cobb Rd )
200
3:00 their swoon record to 3-2- They It
Count%
(Pottstown Rd ) — 400 - 4:30 Jones (Pairlarie
will play Western Kentirty next
Dr - City)
3 00
4.00 Wvarliv nett In the Ohio Valley
&wand Tuesday
I Sims (City)
400
5:00 Conference Tournament
Carter Elismentary
9.15 - 1200
Coach Cal Luthey mad his terun':;
Fourth
Tuesday
Lunch
1200 - 1210
10.00 - 11 00 performance against Louisiana was
P'eatherstione (City)
12:30 - 130 Dr. Petters
perhan; its be of the seam
Rub Ray's on
(calloway - City) — 2:00 - 3:00 was particularly pleaned with our
Kirkwood (City(
)
1:30 - 3:00
Brantley .2nd. St.) — 3:90 - 4:30 offense. and we certainly played
Guir's (Richland
more as a unit than we have thus
Hub -City)
3:00 - 4:00
Fourth Wednesday
far." h- said
floartarough (Johnson
Crosland
Luttin cited forward Herb Mc9:30 - 10-20
Blvd.-City)
400 - 500 Wtswell
1045 - 12:15 Pliers. on and guard Slay Mumbler
The Murray High Tigers traveled
Wiloon (Whitnell) — 2:30 _ 3:30 for "steady performances" and ncr,e1
Stsessad Wedieesday
Gilbert's (Farmer) — 3:30
impnsvernent in the piny of Rick to Tri.te. Cr‘unty and came badt
Doulidain School — 9:00 - 11.00
Haverat'ss-k, Jim Stocks and Dun with their third straight data*
Fourth Thursday
Lutheran
Duncin. "Dick Cimnnarham did • 82 to 55
Murray ran into a taller team
Kindergarten
11 .00 - 1200 Locust Grove
fine Yb on the often:eve board
Church
900 - 10 30 end Keith lambert. Gary Quint, that polled In alincet all the reLunch
1200 - 12 30
Leh (Olive Ext.) — 2.30 - 3:20
bounds, the vr.idcais out:Mounded
Providence
100- 200
and glaigg„apeder Liao played weil.."
Bob Carpenter'
line Miters, fa to 33.
Shipley
Luther said.
Vic Muni led all as..rors with 10
(Glendale Rd ) — 3:30- 5:00
(Coriaord Hwy 1 — 200 - 3 00
The Racers have averaged anion
Sunset Blvd (City) — 3 30 - 5 00
96 pokes a game thus far. atule potnta, nacre than half of hts teants
holding opponents to an average ponta, at to a losing 011Une
See-and Thursday
'rho sore sys tied 10 to 10, at
of 781. They have coneys-led on
48 percent of their field real at- the end of the first quarter but
Robertsnn
tempts. 74 perrerit of their free Tram Co. came out in the semi
Elenamiusry
9 00 - 12:00
had and get the nets to !tame
throws, and have av,
raged 60 reLunch .-- 12:00 - 1230
, by 'coring 30 po.rits, and tote a
bounds to their opponents' 45
Roberta=
I at half time
Kindergarten
12:20- 1:30
The Tigest stayed with Tr.gg
McPherson
Is
averaging 232
School of
prams fl game, Mumbler 164. Dun- In the third quarter a-0ring 13
Nem Hope
130- 21:10
can 134 Cunningham 11 4, and points. to Trbut's 15. but fell behind again in the final strums
sooring 17 ta the Wildcat's 71
George Retoliff led Trigg in acor
Mg alh 19 points. David Ratcliff
••
•
0•
added 17, and Jun nada 13.

sills the seaZn

7c

TURKEYS lb.
HAMS
lb.

35)

GROUND
BEEF

SWAN

Limited

"'won THREE

Aommoommommenumommilli

I HIRED IT
THROUGH THE
WANT AS

I

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

4:30

TUtIllay

Grove
(Public Stop)
9.30
Lynn Grove
School
10 30
Lunch
1 00
Harris Grove Store — 13.0
Bob Morton's env
(Lynn Grove) — 3 00
First Wednesday
Hazel School
930
Lunch
12'00
Minder's Choosy
at Hazel
1:00
Audrey White (Hanel) 2:30
Joe Johnson
3:46

ml LEDGER

Calloway Mgt
S'otax•I
2:00 - 3:00
ILialitson Home
.18th St. - City) — 3:00 - 4:30
Third Mondry
r.c llege High
School -900 - 11:09
Kinder Kottage
11:00 - 12:00
Lunch
12:00 - 1:00
College Kindergarte n
1:00- 2:00
Pletcher Stop
St. - City) — 2:00 - 3:00
Cathy (College
Farm Road)
3:00 - 4:30

Quart

IN

— — hag I ge
lb.

a
IZCi
l
a

29'
PEACHES reInz'73';COFFEE _ It, 694
MUSTARD
PET MILK 2(!::. 29c
HUNT'S

At

— 20 lbs.
— — ea.

SUNSHINE KRISPY

CRACKERS

25

KRAFT

MAXWELL HOUSE

_ 6,::

SANTA CLAUS bill be at JOHNSON'S
Thursday,Friday and Saturday Afternoons

JOHNSON'S

7k/
"Pim Food
for
Fins Folks"
Wi

ROISItt 1,0

P.lihI

WI

WM(

ao-e-eleg

es I

•
o.

Pato. FOUR

TI LZDOZZ lb

TIMES - MURRAY. RERYVORY

Personals

Plans Completed
By

Miss Paschall

For Her

WEDNEZDAY - DECEMBER 14, 1966

Mr. and Mrs. Baty eimith reat "Ibtraday alter
tunied home
Oa National Perna
eleteldner
Bureau Ccomation at LAO Vegas,
Nesada. Mitre Mr. Smith as •
member of the Kentucky Board
al Directors loss the delegate. He
is cam thaIrtnim of the Nateonee
Young Peoples OoinnuLtre of the
Bureau. 'May made the trip by
pane arid went fire on December. 3 to Us Angeles, California,
omelet Dieneyiend
and other
pants of tnterest, before going to
Lae Vega&

Wedding

Mies Linda Jaamile Paschal,
daughter at Mr. end Mrs. Charles
Paschaii of Para Tenn., has
atioaunced the waddle
plam at
her apple:awhile; memene to CharSea Pre:eon Wiron. eon id Mr.
and are. Edited Wagon al Mt.
JUildg. 1mtheseee.
Week Of Prayer Of
The wedienie win take place
Saourday, December 17, at. four
Foreign .11issions
o'clock in the afternoon In the
Observed .4t Hazel
smothery of the Fine Haptat
Way, December 14
Mrs. L. It Ph* at 1:3a .p.m. Mem- Plumb, Pima
•••
-Bon...6d the Lamb of God''
By Abigail Van Buren
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I was that man.
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Say-Rite Is Closin Out All Christmas Merchandire
Buy Now And Save

GALL CHRISTMAS MERCHANDISE
Trees and Home Decorations
Wreaths

/
11 2 Price
Ornaments
Napkins

Christmas Door Hangers

* Mistletoe

* Gar lands
Largest Selection of Gifts for the- Man or Ladies in this area!
Gillette Gift Sets (Reg.'2.00) _ $1.59
007 Gift Sets _ _ _ 40% Off Reg. Price
01,
1 Spice Set
Reduced 41- Old Spice After Shave Reg. *1.25 99c

Norelco Flip-Top Speed Shaver
Reg '19.95 - '12.65

Norelco itazor, Triple Head
Reg.'39.95 - $19.99

Lady Norelco Beauty Sachet
Reg. '1 7.95 -- '11.67

Floating Head Norelco
Reg.'29.95 - '17.99

KODAK INSTA MATIC CAMERA
Reg. '18.99 - '12.88
6 rolls 66e
Christmas Paper

Save Up To 60%

SAV ing RITE DISCOUNT STORE

•
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IFourth Ranked Kentucky Wildcats Fall To
North Carolina 64-55; Duke Upsets Vanty
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• families and "Jim" to "Fins 'N
outscored South 11 to 4 ern led
Feathers".
head-to-head meetIngs with UCLA soared 25 for Pacific, which lost its
We're really "showing off" today. We have a lot of new
44 to 31, and their lead was never
to defeat 11-ranked Vanderbilt 1/7- sesoceid game in five starts.
law than ten pieties for the refriends and even if you are tared of hearing it we will
never 89 in a minor meet.
be tired of saying . . . we truly appreciate each
Junkr Win Williams led West mainder of the game.
one of you!
lemiaville and ninthRalph Elliger was the high point
We haven't deserved you but we proudly welcome
each one. ranked Eames continued to roll Virginia pest Richmood with a Kt- man for
Calloway with 22 wants,
•
hermit,.
point
Reeser
Dave
•
added
•
tuichadied through their schedule&
tia's tsJ.ittuny Clapp also scored
Mr. James Cunningham of Poughkeepsie, New York, wel- Wardle blasted Temps 107-56 and , 19 for the ldoutitalineens, who now 8oupoan
an 5-0 overall and 4-0 in southeni
come to the cl . Thank you for the roses, sir. Have
to admit MMUS Gnashed Pacific 70-64. West Oterferenoe play.
Clayton Hargrove had 18 points.
Virginia No. IA drubbed Richmond
we didn't exn ct to reach that far. Of course
and Stan Key scored 10, to mama
we see by the
103-75 and Sown °allege, 12th.
mailing list tie Ledger and Times goes to every state,
Elsewhere, Toledo igaset Madsen out the Leiters in double figurer.
but blasted
Harvard 90-81,
•
86.-76, Providence held off Rbode
until we hear from a person directly the list is just
names.
Noted Mainly fork. high scar- laland 56-52. Rutgers rem:mulled un- Calkeeay
New York seems much closer and nicer today
11 33 5'7-73
because we
ing offense It led the nation m defeeuxi te topping Columbia
B. Marshall
13 27 41-80
know James is there and we are glad he likes our
club. Mr. field goal percentuge last mason,
Centime stopped PU1111114U1
Soutla
Cunningham is a teacher with one of the trade schools. We'll
awoke& did a Duped) cirdenseve Yob 76-57, Davidson edged VMI 110-30.
bet he gets homesick when he sees names of many
Calloway (73) - anger 22. Wilson
of his en Kentucky's two All-Aroesioa Bradley leitelded Northern =bon
friends.
candkneets. PM Riley and Lou Dam- 117-66, Oklehoma trounced Texas 3. Miller 7, Jones 2. Hargrove la
pier. Why was hekl to two field Tech 94-79, Wisconsin whipped Key 10. Armstrong 9, Lamb 3,
South Marshall BIM - RIB 8,
Mr. 011ie Ha
d sn't join the hunts much anymore but goals idle 10 points before fouling Iowa State 80-73. Nebraska nudged
he loves the "mus
made by the Fox Hounds. His wife "Miss out and Dampier managed only Weehinglan State 80-78 and Mary- Clapp 22, Vaughn 7, Locke 9, Wood
8, Rudd 9.
B" can tell you many interesting stories of hunter and eighM pinta as the Wikicats Shot a land mauled Vagina 86-75.
0
hounds. Mr. and a buddy or two "really hunted" in their day.
They would pack their lunch and gear and head for
the
Blood River bottom and hunt all night. At other times when
Mr. Hale didn't go with the hounds he would sit on the
porch
all night and listen to the hounds. He, like all hunters, knew
every hound by Ins voice. We welcome Mr. 011ie and "Miss
H"
to the club and thant you for your interest. Mr. Hale, perhaps you Could persuade sdrne of your Fox Hunter friends
to call us.
•
•
•
Dale Garland and wife, Linda, have really been busy the
past week ,promoting the Buddy Hunt for December 17th.
They contacted our young friend Run England. and he will
join. They, and we, have contacted Henry Major and wife,
and we're hoping they will also join us Bill Slohundro has
almost persuaded Red Thompson to join us. "Tajo" Raspberry
and Burman Ferguson will also be there. Now if some one
could get Brooks Gilman and ployd Barrow to budge, we
would be making a start. There are literally dozens more
boys which I feel sure we'll never be able to contact personally
before the 17th, so will each of you consider this a personal
Invitation to meet us at TWili Lakes Coonhunters Club. Linda
and Dale Garland still have a list they are trying to call or
see personally. So do we, but we'll miss too many of them!
•
•
•
Our youngest 'Coon Hunter in our files Is Renee McDougal
and her six months old Walker pup, "Shorty". Renee has a
young sister, Shannon, who is 13 months old. Their mother is
Shirley. Thls time it really is "Shirley". The hunter who goes
along with Renee has forbidden us to mention him but his
Initials are "it. J.". He Ls allowed to let "Joe", his Black and
• Tan", and the Walker "Queen" go along for the exercise, but
the true hunters are our five year old Renee and "Shorty".
On a moonlight night these brave hunters weren't having
much luck and when "Shorty" returned to his young owner
she was consoling him with caresses and the sympathetic
remark, "Shorty, baby, couldn't you find any thing"? Thl.
Jiksi arrived .. . over 1000 yards of Sample Pigres front
youngster is only interested in the part of "Fins 'N Feathers"
one of America's Leading Mills! Brand New Bonded
which deals with the dogs' names. Shirley and -family Emits,
wide, in all the newest weaves and new Spring
welcome to our club. Renee and "Shorty" are our youngest
CO*S:It's,the ideal ('oat, Suit and Dress Fabric for now
members and no doubt the best hunters of all!
•
•
•
and on through Easter. Save up to 8.00 a yard - but
•
hurry for best selection!
We have some more young hunters and future hunters.
Seven year old Phillip, 18 months old Shay, and 3 months old
Shane, sons of Dale and Linda Garland. Phillip answers the
telephone and invariably he calls out, "Mania, it's THAT
woman again".
We have lost the names of Nell York's youngsters and we
are sorry but he has two boys and a girl. The gal Is the
oldest, so she Is the telepnone operator. She hasn't once lath
to sing out,"Daddy, it's THAT woman again". These are cut(
youngsters and we enjoy talking to them.
•
•
•

Calloway County
Lakers Bounce Back
To Win By 73-60

1. L. of S. F.

PAGE FTVE
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COLLEGE BASKETBA LL
RESULTS
By United Press International
East
Yale 76 Brown 65
Rutge:-* 60 Columbia 62
Penn 95 Rochester 76
Boston Coll. 943 Harvard 81
Providence 56 Rhode Island 52
Springfield 107 Brandeis 58
Westmnstr Pa. 63 Cam. Tch 49
Howard 66 F. Dickinson 58
Hunter 86 N. Y. Maritime 54
Clark 86 Coast Guard 08
Geneva 74 Slippery Rock 65
Edinboro 73 Clarion 71
Kings Pt. 66 Union N. Y. 34
American It. 102 Williams 83
St. Vincent 81 Ind. St. Pa. 79
Wilkes 80 Phila. Pharmacy 62
P & M 72 Ursinus 64
Cortland 87 Ithaca 85
Trenton 67 Philo.. Textile 51
Albany N. Y. 80 Potsdam 74
Oswego 83 Utica 73
Tufte 70 M.ala. Tech 43
LIU 61 CCNY 43
Penn Military 102 Drew 75

South
akirth Carotin& 04 Kentucky 56
E dr Fl 86 Coll of Charlesten 79
Methodist 84 St. Andreas 81
West Virginia 103 Richmond 75
Win. AL Mary 82 E. Carolina 63
Duke 37 Vanderbilt 89
Louisville 101 Ttunigi 55
South Carolina 76 Furman 57

PVIA!
I!

WA

1967 Farrari-Ford
Duel To Be Hotter
MODENA, Italy 175 - The Perrah-Faro duel in 1967 will be hotter and more realistic than the
Ford-Ferrari deal that never came
about in 1962.

ay that he is Planning to enter
two cars in the 1968 classic.
"Indianapolis is the world's most
spectacular race," Ferrari said. "It
is not only a show, but alto a IWO:
,
that brings outstanding tedinksl:
results.'
Ford took some of the luster out
of the Ferrari thane In 1966 by taking the first three places in the
Le Mit1115 24-hour race in France.i.
Not one Ferrari finished among the'
first seven care.

Enzo Ferrari. sOcee Grand Prix
cars once dominated European
tracks, said Tuesday that his 1:rattle
with the big Detroit autornaker
would be waged on "all fronts" next
Ferrari, who was op:nide:ring a
year.
merger with Plied four years ago,
Ferrari shrugged off the 196'7 said, 'We already have a 4,000 no
Indianapolis 500 mile race, but did prototype, aimething entirely new.
three new Formula (inc and Vireo
new Permute Two cars."
Maryland 85 Virginia 66
Bethany 78 Thlel 64
The Italian racing heron raid
Davidsat 82 Va. Military 80
two new protoypes will make their
Tenn. Tempi" 66 Tusculurn 64
racing debuts at the Daytona Beach
Salem 107 Concord 85
Continental, Feb. 4-5.
Bridgewater 86 Shepherd 85
MeNeese 63 Le Tourneau 66
"We will enter two cars at DaySouthwstrn La. 93 NE La. 80
tona, and possibly these at Le
Grarnbling 89 Miss. Valley 69
Mans, if we decide to compete
Waitern Md. 96 Allegheny 60
there as I hope we will." he said.

MURRAY LOAN CO.
MONEY HEADQUARTERS
506 W. Main Street
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Make These Mityitap

ourlestBuy.'
New Generation
Maytags are
built for big loads!

2-10 YARD DESIGNERS
SAMPLE PIECES

•

OF REG. 53.99 to 8 10.95

NEW SPRINti Ig67

BONDED
KNITS

Long-Life Automatics and Dryers for
families with a lot of living to do

Peraelb Made liar Maki-fladistinsage hut to hand/obis
0
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COLLEGE BASKETBALL
RESULTS

•

by United Prete listernaUonal
N141;ffeet
Kansae 70 U. of Paciftc 54
cent. Mich 81 E. Mich. 73
N D Si. 61 Concordia Cqll 561
Nebraska 80 Washington St 78
Wisconsin 30 toga St. 73
13radley 117 Northern 111. 86
Washlaint ii Maryville 72
Wayne 98 Northeeetern Ia. 71
Lewis 81 Bence.; Tech 66
Catrtia loga II Gee 09

Quincy 102 MacMurray 77
Toledo 85 Marquette 76
MiiiAkm 78 Eastern IJi. 74
Illinois Coll. 90 Eureka. 83
Chratasua 111 Judson 83
Southwest
.
Teems $5 Breyer(' Payne 82
Oklahoma 04 Texas Tech 79
Southern St. 84 Ark. Tech 67
Ark Bt, Totals 72 Ihteding 67
Tex. A Pe I 94 St Tleenies 90 .
Arliegion 99 Austin 64
Tex. Adr.M 78 S. F. Austin 76
Oklahoma City 103 Denver 96
Angelo St. 75 MeMorry 72
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The most wanted men in Calloway County: Floyd Barrow,
Gerrald. Walker, Henry Major, Jerry Vance, J. P. Kilgore,
Jimmy Elkins, Red Thompson, Houard Morgan, W. F. Glover, John C. Steele, Brooks Gibbon, Doc Arnett, Red Alton,
James Gilbert Alton, Gerald Hay, 01 ho Burt on, ,iscr•
Garland, Ron England. These men and their hounds are requested to appear at Twin Lakes Coonhunters Club Saturday
night, December 17th, ready and eager to enter the Buddy
Hunt. You will meet "Tojo" Raspberry, Burman Ferguson,
Bill Mohundro, K. J. McDougal and many others, and their
hounds. Please don't disappoint us and your buddies!
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Soap-Dry all
*rice ad btulir skiing wvs
'a Wear, OOTIP 1/1,
plus Pjr Nit

From the New Gelierition of Dependable Maytagsl.
FOR

THREE DAYS ONLY - Thurs., Fri., &

i FREE

Sat.

SECOND YEAR
SERVICE POLICY
LIKE SOME STORES
SELL FOR $34.90

WARD - ELKINS
COurt Square

*V 753-1713
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Happenings At Calloway County
High School
by Ellen Watson

Monday osoniing at 6'46, we were
given a breskiat by the Firestone
The and Rubber 0:mown' at the
International Ballroom of the Conrad Hilton Hole/ The Firestone
Company lus sponsored the 4-H
Club Soil and Wster Conservation
Frvinani for 16 yearn and in 1980
it began to turn its attention to the
automotive proect.

1

books were built down in the wells
and extended up till the tom were
Rest M reading level above the
floor. The books for the children
Nth alooked about two feet high
anion the wails, rather than on
oarrenkonal sheens. This allowed
the children to go in and pant
thee own books with no help from
adults. The floors of the wells
and the floor of the room were al!
At. this banquet. all the national
covered with thick carpet and it
and we winners were recognised.
was very comfortable to at there
Ms. Raymond C. Pentane wee the
and read.
spesker and he
Our meal contend of Smoky Mountain Creamed
I especially like the mture
Chipped Beet on a Elated Potato reproduction
s at the homes. carCrab Apples. How Is that. for vaewery period at home and
riety? 'Mt is )ut a little different turn/tore up tin
the modern hones
fron our bscon and eggs break- Al of them homes
were built to
/haus of OsRosso County. but Is seine, hand cored.
and varnished
was gond for a change. empecisny Bach house
gave you a view of
V you hadn't eaten much supper the living and
dining roam of each
the night Whore The entertain- type house said
in some of the
ment was sponsored by Jack Mar- hams 'nu coukl
are part ot other
kel. Inc. There were many acts of mons in
the bactground.
gine who tweed batons with fire.
tortabso. same ckeng caresbeeis
As was customary with all of
kith not bends. 01:101L EMI! no the tours. we got Monty of excrname'
and if thrt were not eter. and he
air, for die day of
encores. we 'mere entertained by • the tour. the temperature vitas 8
moan.= alio played the mando- degrees ark we walked five or ex
lin At this banquet we were 11110 Noche to reach the Institute.
given a men subscrMcim to NaThal day our knichecia
Owen
tional 4-H News so we can keep
Wormed on everything going an by In International Ellarreiger
it nationally. We were Clompeny The Sennelpity Bingen
in 4-H
provided the entertainment and we
air presented a Ions
pinving
awoken record of songs by Julie were presented one of then long
paw
s.
diadnisa.
tiagibrk the higiddigh lbe gels
nog ID the Aid beiktrifie of Chibike least la the Incode
teniikeini liarvestar Phut. At the
Net IMilliege we Nth thirCipenn
__sod seadpbare, American
minting" and sulpture. and aim
arts at the Par Etat An especially
betnesting ram at the Art Inductee was the chaidren's
Here the children were amend on
the floor with thee fen down into
SUriketi Math about two feet demi
and the selLs Imre shout 5 feet m
diornocer Tables for the children's

FOR CORRECT

TIME aid
TEMPERATURE
DAY OR NIGHT

DIAL

7,53-6363

PEOPLES BANK
of
Marra,. Lentiarky

While watch, back to our hotel,
we saw • men on die eleventh
floor ut a hotel we counted the
Soars to be awe. minding 'endows.
at 8 degrees. trend you' He waved
at us I don't see how his hand
kept from cracking aff when be
waved.

IE

THE KEY TO
HAPPIER HOLIDAYS

HRISIMA
SPECIALS
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Give A Gift That the Whole Family Will
Enjoy for Many Years To Come!

1 =11=
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GIVE THEM A . . .
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THE HORNED OSTRICH, this one in the Loa Angeles Zoo, is
a r..t r.re spv,-les, even rarer than the unicorn and AbomSoo..i.n_ In fact, s-hen this one moves over its
t,r7.3 v.111 be the twin spires of the zoo's main building.

ule Greetings By The Billions
To Pack The Mailman's Sack
By G IT PAPLET
UPI n omen's Editor

a

Neal Starks Mobile Homes
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recap°. who hails the new can- =
I cart Inks aprimprig up. or by Der- =
onrd Kapan a-ho created a coo- =
mid
TemPorare "itained gion" window ....
reneound
aurae ot the city =
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War" to a early gersetal suppose- =
the history at Obratanas cords ewe
Is not ceressnes old. The !WC wow
known card sidue dempad and
sus by John Cabot iiiordsk. •
pamter and illustrator, to rod fr.end. Elk Henry (111e the insuirtirtz
die
Vitionia andAlieet
d,11131
:
4
2
London. Tint
win
t

NEW N't
C _tint 'em
we went to
They ru.:.
the t,.:,cires. the
night
dub. There ware 1,101/ Mites in limiter at Cantinas cants US
this club that btmked atf and an liennies send
to the unit of the name It was
The Gemara Card Asamiekon
weird! As Mrs
Tabrilen Rut atigeneed that 3 5
Wien Yule
"They hat dont have such as nut
ends ea be mailed this yew. Cho
around Murray. do they?" Ch. by
bayent number et el exchanged—
the way. the bar was named tint
same *30 coon more than we
Met Musk was furnekseel by •
nee donee die WM bola. or
girls Mod arid a boys band sod
the keassonng company was Oaks' 000.
sod Clerk. Ibis was one of the few • The palings bit' Approgloshi
ly
Ono we traveled by bsa on we
for ibe nataangII
hope Lake ththelpie2 to Used for
nib= bounibolds. the ametlao
than kir at due Me de sus embaddiel
lem was one the grans nor the
Just hoer much Americans wfr
bin kid they wee frown
mend an the cards thenustme
JO= '11 think were timed Badtlints
the samostion won't onfietile.
toot night wee addiiighi.. and es
-The figures are too nebulas."
were a ured
esiminikt maw
Ewe Stephan Q. abwrmon, amoebaend to climb Me bed.
non cfnielkd
The aerodoelen did add that
U was nat. until 11/It
ever.
Clbrietans .-60. make up aboot
the
op par cent at the noel mad bus- Mat one Onmared copies
design were
maw that cif- Ow ammo, each
herel-cokeed and eallol
t,7tt
'Ic
foselly sends 11 cords, and thin
Manmertyn Treiblelire Mune I n
this year the rel.= theme is
Bond Street Mr Henry tad set
dranger then ewer. Even the US.
up the an dam in order to ho'Pond Department takes note at
Liar tags at his conieraparthe seasan
losonce at a
Chrednaas stamp, a Madan* and ones.
Child. 30 per mg of the cord
The
Is Amery:eh cords ware
delves ere on the eatigious themie. published in 1876 in Roxbury,
with she Madonna by far the Mass. by Laura Prang.
• rioted
mak popular
lithographer The amociation
Shannon mid there are about die first known card had a cen5J96disigneIn cane dus yew, tral Illustration depleting the
conyet the primary Christnias sem- veelsen of the semon.
Smart
bob MAR dominate. Amos the oinks In the design to the
lett
=ma ficroular are Santa alum and richt thawed the charitable
he
and pnneento, nossaigh win- sots at "Mottling the poor" and
ter menes, beam. candies. Clint- "feedirg the holm."
nise tree ortament,
. animals and
Inevitably the greeting on the
bilth. joky emos-men, candy canes
card was deathbed to become the
Chnscanate trees. travel scenes. mat popular Yule menage
sew
mad bases arid fireplaces.
composed — "A Merry Chates
One growing trend is the orand • HaPPY Now y tn.- er,
band population growth. reported
the Amerman Artists Group. ha made up of hundrech of painten
ilkietratcra end designers.
Sante of the repute mhos in eu,
as
the cards painted by Prat.,
On Monday night
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All Trailers On Our Lot
Are Open And Lighted
UNTIL 8 P.M. EACH NITE. COME OUT AND BROWSE.
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is a Shopper's Loan
from ti1ie72
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We Have Two 12'x64' Mobile Homes
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both with built-in ranges, one with an 18' living room. Both have 30-gallo
water heaters, and 3- walls. One has a gas furnace, the other an electric n
furnace. Priced below anyone. These are truly homes with plenty of
space!
Come out and look them over!
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10' WIDE 2-BEDROOM, ONLY

$230500 PLUS TAX

ALSO . . . . 12' WIC 2-BEDROOM

s3I500 PLUS TAX

At this time we are offering a 12'x60' front kitchen, all-electric 3-be
has a Tappn range, Admiral refrigerator. It also has the three-indroom trailer. It
ch walls.
Priced from now to the First for only
14895.0
0 plus tax
* *
* *
FOR YOU PEOPLE WHO WANT A USED COACH . . .
We have the largest
selection in Western Kentucky. Also priced for great
savings!
Priced from
$995.00 and up
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Good times are even better when your
Holiday plans begin with a visit to our
office. With a handy Shopper's Loan, you'll
be able to shop with cash and save! An —
added advantage — only one convenient
monthly payment instead of the usual
deluge of bills in January. Visit or call us
for your Holiday Loan today.

FREE DELIVERY AND SET-UP ON NEW COACHES
within 100 miles!
All prices are plus tax.
All new trailers are 1967 models!
Prices in this ad effective until December 31,
1966
—

BUY NOW AND SAVE!!

t•

—

Holiday Loans $50 to $800

Neal Starks Mobile Homes

FINANCE Cal
Sou Made Shopping ('enter

Phone: 753-6702

Murray, Kenthrky

MAO A "PlidS014E1r—Reports from behind the Iron Curtain
have it Dist Chinese Conuriunist Party Chairman Mao Tietwig (left) is a "virtual prisoner" of Defense Minister LIM
Pim fright.. They are shown at a recent rally in Peking.
(Radiophoto)
The Red Guard is reported revering Lim

ALM°, REXTUCKY
litigInewt Phone
753-6734

•

RURAL ROUTE 1
llama Phone
753-1503
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D-14-C
lot iii one of the bost areas in
FOR SALE
BRICK HOUSE, 3-beirom with
I Murray.
NOTICE
APARTMENT FOR RENT. Nets EV- carport.
TUCKER REALTY & INS. 00., 502
Call 759-6070 or see at PIA.NCIS
FOR CHRISTMAS. Story
11ciency for college boys. Call 753- 1709
ueple
Mailer, during day.
Street.
Murray, Ky.. 753-4342, PERSONALLY
13-14-C and Clark, Grand. Loa
4466 or 753-6660.
STYLk.Ti floral reover head,
Jan. 10-NC
Donald R, Tucker, Bobby G. Gro- cceations
for any oacaisico customNICE THREE-ROOM mairtment. terms. Reed's Music Manor, 5 niiles
gan,
3-ROOM unfurnished apartment
D-16-C made
candle.", coreages, house deoutapletely furtoshed, private en- So. of Beaten. on Renton-blayf
Private bath end entrance, 504 Olive
trance and bath, no utilities turn- Road. at Harvey. Open evenings, 1940 FORD Pick-up, good condition tor, wodchng service, centermecee,
Phone '750-2713.
Eluoday 1.30 to 7:09.
D- 13-C Ward, 409 N. 5t4i Street
Dec. 31-C with late model Chevrolet motion party deooraticoa Ruth Eaermeyer,
Phone
.Ruth's Designs, 753-6506. Dev.-19-(2
Buel Stalk day 753-3474, night 753- - - Phone 763-4919.
D-14-P
NOW LEASING - The Embassy
3519.
D-14-C
it
.fx--ntoLux SALES & Screw-,
Apartments.
106
South
lath
4-wheel drive, 2 tops, in tipTWO NEW BIOMES
Street, Luxury two beckuora. Phone
top conditacm; Nash Mahon wagcte, Sox 213, Murray, Ky., C. M. bandFemale Help Wanted
7b3-74114
black, 4-dour. clean, 6-cylinder, 0(3. Phone 361-3176 Lynnvile, Ky
D- 16-C
FOR SALE
Dec. 4-C
autrmatIc tranamiadon; '51 ChevHEAUTICLAN WANT
on Friday
rolet Per too pick-up, 2 new trte.s,
TWO-BEDROOM
SPECIAL NOTICE, Wanted: All
house
trailer. and Saturday's. Os& 761-3086.
F. H. A. Abierined l'inaneing
good oxidialon, paint bad, chow.
. available Jan. 110th. 0.5 753-2661.
typos tree work, Buford Marsh,
D44-0
BaZter Bubtrey, 760-5617.
0-I4-0 Route 1, Almo,
Ky. 7153-3156
Located in Plainview Acres
Jan, 10-C
le CHEVROLET, good mechaniUnit No. 4 on Belmont Drive.
Three bedrooms, two bathe- cal condition. New tares, $200.00, ADD NEW LIFE to old
oarpets,
Phone 753-7972,
0-14-P senunp011 9."1:41
serge family rooms-outaide storBlue Lustre--hilue
age bad knotwns
West KonKENMORE ELECTRIC abuthes dry- Lu.stre Shampouer $180 • day,
tos:az* Cab.net, Camiany.
Jan.-13-C
er, in good condition. Can be seen angles Pam. Stare.
at 204 Woodiasu or call 753-3043.
To Carry Ledger & Times Paper Route
For a,ppomunent, call:
Yardley
13-15-c LiIVE
for
Christmas.
Clyde Johnson, at
Goloaue anal pert Lane. Harland
Apply at Ledger & Times Office
SIAMESE KTTTIENB make Chile:tJohnson Bros. ConatrucD11411, alkik side of Court &mare
tinc
in:4a last all year. Registered, ohamLion Company, 75,3-6767
D-1/5-C
pion lines assure quality. Health
or 753-4879
guarantee
Stud service, holkhfl
D- 14-C
SYMPHONIC
bowling. Kayne's Cats, 753-7664, PORTABLE
tape
acaderfal
Christmas
T-F-C recorder,
MR at $79.95 at Chucks Mugie
BRING ALONG the whole hatolY
KAY ELECTRIC Guitars, 45 watt
Center.
and try this one on for sae. This
0-14-C
amplifier. Like new, reasonable. Call
quality 5-hi...anoint home Is the ul- 753-3888
after 5 p. tu.
An excellent paper route in Murray is
D-14-P
timate in Lyme convealwaite; 2
SPECIAL KmDIE'S phonographs
bathe, den. and family room, doe:, KEEP your carpets beautiful (lee- $16,96. 3 speed. Perfect for Obilitopen. We need a good responsible boy
ble garage, carpeting throughout, pate connte.at, footsteps ed a btkly nxis, Stereo portable
and table
central heat and air-conditioning. hunily. Get Blue
Lustre
Rent mtelea from $39.95. Battery powfor this route immediately. Qualified
exce/kez looation.
electric diampooar $1. &arts Hard- ered
tranaster
with
diamond
ware.
D-17-C needle $38.95. Also
other fine
ROGII
FOR
ALL.
A
new
gracious
boy can start at once. Please apply in
3-bedisson brick with 2 baths, large 1960 FALCON, Good transporta- mouelts. Obtain Music Center.
D-16-C
family room, completely equmped tion, good mileage. $200.00 Phone
person
the Ledger & Times office
lotchen, attached mrage, an lame 758-7'770.
0-14-C
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Attention Boys!
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r$275,000 was up tor grabs --fatally in
TIFIE SWASCPAIT
149A
aste

.
5T.:•

•
t only manner which the existing , ered slowly back onte the eauCHAPTER 23
Oti didn't say anything to, conditions decreed iogicat He cer. "They idetiLiiiro S. allow?
Platt nodded. -By name and
Detective Platt about UN I vrould borrow one hundred clotmoney. did you?" Harry Noble Mrs from the credit union and by his photograpa, There were
asked Alice Drury anxiously.
repay if attest tkellars a month. three of them They were pieked
"Pop.' said Pen. the older UP m an apartment in Brooklyn
money? Heavens nor
`And you think that 1 had of the twins. "do you think It's with the entire ivaseve silos insomething to do with - with too late to let Santa Claus know tact. Apparently racy wane Ivo
Swallow's death, and maybe Ed wed rather nave • Stingray part of two murders and are
singing their near:1, oft in fact.
Snyders That's why you told with • banana seat
the detective what you did.-Santa Claus!' Mike guffaw- they indicateo they wonin like
"I-I don't know what I ed. halt the milk-soaked corn to get then nand,* on wnoever
think. Harry. I was confused flakes dribbling out Cot nis shot Swallow. oecause ints but
when he told one Who ha was mouth onto ate clean trousers. we.., the first m a ioag-term ar•
and Carne right out and asked
-Mike- his mother groaned rangement
They made the buy Saturday
me if I knew webers you were -Look at yourself!" She norbetween midnight Saturday and tied into the kitchen for a damp algal?"
"At
about two or two-tnirty
eight or nine o'clock Sunday cloth.
morning. run met
Brandeis lifted his coffee ate t Soapily
morning. There WWI may one
way I'd have of knowing where isenUy, his eyes still on the Swallow alto another man at •
you were then, and that yea if newspaper. "What was that, tavern on River Street A place
Called the Blue Heron which Is
I bad been with you. So . ' on
-The English bikes we thought In the aa/0111. ranch where Sny'So that's what you told
htni••• He felt an odd sensation we wanted, do you suppose San- der s car :urneo up. There are
of pride. a strange delight in La Claus would mind getting • couple ot private rooms in the,
what she sad don. It seemed Stingrays with banana seats in- place, and the transaction was
made in one ot them Two nun
to be a tar greater accomplish- steady They're the coolest.'
ment than it would have bee,
lie ioolsed up, aware that drew" and seventy-five thousao
dollars
in cash Was paid to
II it were true.
something had been said about
"Did I .
. do the wrong not getting English bikes "Ba- twelve kilos at thil Pure •11.11
thing 9.•
nanas? What the devil are you They left right afterward. and
assumed that Swallow and the
"Yon shouldn't have involved talking about"
youiaat
The doorbell rang and Ella other man did the same."
-This other man, did they
? What am 1 dropped the wet cloth In Mike a
"Involved
identify nrm?'
Involved in Harry?'
lap on the way through the
"I don't know mysiet You've breakfast nook. "Clean up that
Platt supped ins coffee and
right n bold the money I didn't mess!'
shook his head "Nat by name
kill anybody, but that might fw
"Not teserreass Pop!" Pete A picture of Snyder's on the
way op there now. The clescnp• little hard to convince
laughed. -Banana scats!'
find
out
they
Tbe
pollee of if
Bon St, Dim, though."
"It's Oscar, John!" Ella callgot the money " tie started at
Brandeis rubbed the back of
ed
the oeginn ng and told Alice
Ina neck she souwli•d. -Two
Platt came in, bringing a
;mat ly wino bad happened On
guys with that much cash in it
• swirl of frigid air with him. He waterfront dive on Saturday
Sunday moraine
When as was done she was atid onto the seat of the nook night
. Maybe they were
round-eyed. be:ade 'ike. "Hi. Pete. Been mugged, and some punk hit
staring at [UM
the
you
"Arid ems all that money is in good? Santa going to bring
Jackpot unexpectedly."
anything?”
• locker at the box station?
"I think the Ballistics report
"I'm Mike. Uncle Oscar."
But
"Seem's like halt the time I'd knocks that out. No waterfront
-An I snow IP that when I
punk
is going to shoot one man
anis it I didn't 'ust we s pile guess right Morning. John."
take that man's gun and
•Elll• put • cup of steaming then
01 motley 1 saw it as a way
the second man with it.
ooftee before the young detec- shoot
out ••
You know, I think maybe Sny•
• A way out of what?"tive. and he grinned up at her. der planned a double-cross. I
He satinet "Now, that's a -Just let me know when you re think he did shoot Swallow, and
damned good question. Urn not ready to leave this fat man. somebody
ease got lion.*
sure I can anPwet It now. 1 beautiful. I've got two tickets to
'Then it gets bacs to having
probably could have sunday Rio right here in my pocket!" two
or three caries at the same
She patTed his cheek coquetmorning."
""ou re not going to IteqpIt. tishly. "I'm sine. When are you
"And
I still say the logical
going to bring your new girl
are you"
man who wound alp with tha
over
toher
the
Bring
risk."
taken
me?
to
sec
already
Ye
"I
money Is Noble."
"But - but the money &closes morrow. night for dinner."
"I dropped by Noble's girl
to somebody harry:
"New girl . 7 Now how did Trimurti apartment !tort night."
"Who? Win" does it belong you
Platt said.
to? Not LU Swab," he• delld.
"Katherine Jasper. isn't 1t7
"Alice something, wasn't It?"
Oscar?
time,
this
serious
It
:
t
le
d
ia
d
in
d
m
lin
.°
I
V
iv
.
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je
a
r
doii
r
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Platt nods/ed. "Alice Drur
c4.4
i'
7pey "'was paid for illegal You know, you aren't getting very attractive girt You
Th
rii- Wtaim
any younger."
he right about Noble. I aino-,1
-narcotics stiiitigied unto the
Platt looked beseechingly at her if she knew where he was
country. The goreirunicut would' IllS partner. "And we call ourSaturday
night and Sunday
radially wind up with it and , selves detectives!"
morning, and she came eight
frankly, the Ides of turning it
-Tomorrow night ... dinner," out and told me he spent the
over to the government doesn't Ella said, and went back into
night with her."
exactly thrill me.' He reached the kitchen.
Brandeis scowled. "It seems
over and took her hand -1 ap.
grinning, put the
Brandeis,
predate what you tried to do ;taper tirade. "You're not here at to me that indicates Just the op
posite. Oscar"
Alice. I mean that."
seven-fifteen to steal my wife
She tooked et him. rind tears
--Staidt•nly filled her eye!. st:th -"Ilarrre mouth was mud.
"Narcotics agents in Nev.
. ..
Harry . • . Harry
The police
I York nave collared the boy- deftly borie dry
• • •
men nail %leaped lathing -Intl
' that made the buy from Swat
Bran.
John
+Detective
simply
bath
acre
looking at
DOUCE
,
ads. the deClaloi th I
I
an,'
caches
Brandeir coffee Cup atomic.
•omorrow,
ii ellhin%
solve his small problem an the ' hallway to his mouth and low
nom the thetbiterkt, it Co :tree Cltrb sieves r! ilkes or auto,. t
IhstrIbuted by King Postures Illyedissite
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SHOOT 12.1 UP for Chrestakes: LUCILLE'S BEAUTY SHOP is now
Plenty of ftre worts at, Joe's Country open. Everyone 16 welcome. Call
Score, Model. Tenn.
0-20-C 02-8791 at Hanel. Ky. for an appoir.tment Operator); are Lucile
NEW ni.R.FX-BELitOtgA brick in
Wilson and Patricia Mibraten,
Ketne.and Subdivi.aon on Magnolia
Drive Completely carpeted, 2 baths,
garbage cuspoweL distiesalher, an
100' x 160' kit. Paved drive. Cal. REDUCE RAPE, simple and fad
753-3038,
13-7111-P with Gotham tablets. Only 911e. Hatband Linea,
T. V. P3tUIT'A•0013, 1O-Inch. Car.
be sees On Peggy Ann Drive W. W.
Styles, Call 753-2630.
13-14-C

PAGE SEVEN
HELP

HOG MARKET

SiTer.

W

Pedestal State Market New,. Seed...igl u'
SERVICE
STATION
attemisat
Dec. 14, 1964 KeweirCEY
wanted. Call or Away at Buller WoJoeiplay,
Shed at Outchniter. 4119-3732, 0-17-C PurtakehleAraa Hog Wet* Report'
**papa 7 Buyaits Satalons.
giggsgags 715 Head, Barrows Arid
oigla 26-50e i-r**xer; SW.% 216e
MOW.
OEPOBruNiTillisi
U. & 1-2 190-210
120.26-21.25;
U. S. 1-3 190-230 he. $19 75-21 00:
NOW OPEN
U S. 2-3 235-270 lbs 3.1900-39,73;
SOWS:

at

LAUNDRY & CLEANERS
Phone

753-2652

IYANTADSO

la, Pack
Power

OCT 1. FotNr.

BOONE'S

1-2 250-350 lbs. 115.00-16.00;
1-3 350-450 lbs 31400-15.00
2-3 460-G00 las- 513-013-14-00.

LOOT' Osman Stimpbewl PIPPle
thong 6 months old. WM between
Ro. 1alla sad Glendale Road. Anmen to Mackie 7110-6198. 13-14-C

•
•

Age

•

1. Maiosorauwe Mao.
3. ekes= flamiriler.
09155letryAfIllenChtot,
Waft
43 49 440
III'
164)

PERSON TO rare far child and
alai do housekeeprig. References'
required. Mumt love own traneporLama. Pirate 753-7147 after 5 p.
D-16-C
WANTED
WANTED: One topy men of Cemeterms clf OtiMuway Councy Kentucky
and Sections of Arbon-tag Counties, published by the theloany County Genealogical Society and History of Cali:sway Otaimity, Kentucky
punished in 1901. Contact A..bert
Lee at Hardin, }Ceuta/Mu or phone
437-3733.
0-16-C
CARD OF THANKS
I would like to express my deep
Wpm:moon for the kindness shown
in my wife. Bonnie during her illness. I sincerely thank the friends
and neighbein, the doctors and
hospital staff, the people of the
Pixel Beexist
threes Grove and
Churcn, and e,specially the Harvest
Sunday School Chas fur their eton making her brat hours iss
Meagan:. as passible I also thank
die Was Churcluil Funeral Home
lor their very fine servicca.
Harold 14 roues aad
dauelker, Lasa...i .4 Lee
1TE

Mawr le Yerearese's Pumas

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
Egypnaa
sunk
5-Metal fastener
111-Tarey
12Act
13-Anger
14-a continent
15 "gee
17-AfticleS ul
furniture
19-Reaches across
20-In want
21 Highway
2., Rorer in aka&
24 Possesses
26 Repots.
28 Vessel
31 Teutonic deity
32 Recent
33 Prefix- down
34 Corded cloth
36-Country of
.38-0,ran
39 Part of car'
41 840
45 Musk: very
48 Cause

50 Church
officials
St Comfort
52 Possess
54 erne. MOM
S5 Portion
rankle
56 i..p•ead lot
drying
57 0,51s oame
DOWN

3-Prehilals

S-Saliter'peoduci
6-Prefia: not
7 Openewk
labr
Slag
9n slurnber
10-Bound
11 Simple

•I
,
MUG OMULI4 ETIIW
MO OWOU BEINNU

riancrannp:
EASOO MULTI
moverEitZlffifa Evr,
GEC'
7.)0F2
FWD

16-8
".
Russian
n
ruler.
2
18
2-0,
Dyeprpls
e.
a nt.
24
3p
itreon
ceou
ntl:
25-Exist
27 Edible seed
29 Poem

Ii

2

3

112

4

30-Afternoon pady
35•Graloty
36 Preposition
37 Shout
38 Scatter
40-Facilitated
42 Dipper
43 Spanish lot
"three"
• 5

6

7 '',...,., 8

3
:_1
<•••,
• •"-17
16

19
''.'.' ,•:'...721

9

10 11

• la
.

IS

.'•:' .• • • t•If.
:$
‘
:
"
i.....,
:
4,.'.
.... h
r'rt1

24 25

27
••

44-Actiaal
46 facial
eavession
47 Mountain in
Greece
49 Negative
50 Firlish
53 Pronoun

t ..-....-...
V; 28 29 30
•.• •••.;-•
•.• 33
•..
e. ...
"
37 -A .-00.
e.,.:i 35•

,,•.;'..6. t11

$
34
1

, 3C:'
4
.0:: 12:
42
4:,•:'
;•:•:i,1
43 44
'
...: .1 '.'• :!':'..- 43

.
C.:
46 47

48
51

1-Tetals
2 Profound

....•
:452 53

.,._ ._••„. . . .

.') t.n.t.. teaty

a'::1•57
..
Kate,

n

Al nap Movies
-P'Odi CAC:7 4. ANL Oft11/111-IN
Intertesitioc iiJ 763 014 anytime
rat'
4'Sasev.rei•

Other.;

WANTED--Tree topping. trimming
trees and attrubs, cutting down treat
Any type of handl w.It and power
saw work Call 436-5e90 or see Jim
Pridemore
13-13-NC

I WISH
COULD
SAY THE
SAME
PRETTY
ABOUT you

I THINK
YOU'RE
VERY

THAT
N EW

GIRL
DOESN'T
LIKE

I

ME

ifriADVM/4.1.20,8--•

e"
SO I'M NOT TOUGH, HUH
WELL, VOO'Re JOIRIJNG.' GET
OuT OF KRE CARSON,

BEFORE I PROVE IL'

IMMEM

-IT NvERE A PLEASURE 70 OF
BIN ASSO-S JEE-A-rED
WIF •10', FOR'
W:FE AN'CHILE.F.'

--Doi•I'T'BEsmAwGERSI!
)RAP IN AT IAAH
BACH ELOR APARTMENT
ANY T ME AT ALL,AINI'
WE Ki HAVSOME
LAF
•

4A-14
.11r

YOU COULD
IF YOU'D LIE
LIKE I DID/

V

f

—'I
•

--II

•

•

a.
•••

.41

v
•-

••
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CALLOWAY CAPERS

we

HRISIMAS
SPECIALS

Happenings At Calloway County
High School
by Ellen Watson

Monday morning at 645. we were
a breakfast by the Firestone
The and Rubber Company at the
lolinsentanal Halknam of the Conant HIP= HateL The Filmier*
011.1M111 beilli Illitentwed the 4-H
Club Soil and Water Ociamervation
Program for 16 years. and in 1960
h MOM to turn ita attention to the
11111111111Mee proect.

books were built ckrem In the wells
and extended up tiu the tots were
just at reading level above the
fkor. The books for the children
were Sacked about two feet high
around the wails, rather than on
conventional sheens. This allowed
the MIA:ken to go in and pea
their own books with no help from
dubs. The floors of the wells
and the floor of the men were alt
Ilda banquet, all the nada:1W covered with deck
carpet and it
gad Slabs winners were recognised wae very comfortable to sit
there
bk. 10001111111d C. Firentone mas the and read.
igmber one least. Our meal conIlmoks Mountain Creamed
1111111NI
I especially lake the minature
Clappoil Mat an a Baked Potato regWO&WOotk% of the houses, covCleilh Apples. How la UM% for rs- Irbil( every period of house and
riety? That is last a 'agile different furniture up till the modern hames.
from our bacon and eggs break- Al of these houses were built to
/NM SI Cenceray Comity. but it wale, hand carved. and vainuelted.
IMO find for a change. especially /kWh nouee gave you a new of
•Pa bids% eaten muc.h supper ttie living and dintng mom of each
ibe night before The entertain- type house and in some of the
Mg Ins spoosored by ..ladt Mix- houses niu could see part of other
1. There were many acts of rooms in the background_
Oh who twined batons with fire.
As wee customary with all of
Illgabom some doing cartwheels
11111b not hands, look ma! ao the tours, we got plenty of enrkkgags!1. and if that were not olee. and fresh air. for the day of
we were entertained by • this tour. the terreperitture wse 8
lialinklen also played the mando- degrees and we walked five or .1.x
lin- kg Hite banquet we were also blocks to reach the Inetinge.
OMa years subscription to Na- That dey
our Itincheon wee given
tional 4-H News so we can keep
by
the International Harvester
informed on everything Plikei on
Oncopater The Serendty Singers
in 4-H inark nate:Ina/LT. We were
provided the entertainment and we
kin
aim presented a
were presented one of then king
Christmas record oesings by Julie
May albums.
Andrews.
Poillowleg the breakfast. the girls
went to the Art Institute of
cago and the Isms went to the International Thanester Plant At the
art leptente we VW/ Eurapean
I inting, and soulpture. An
poireitava and malpture, sal elm
arta of the Par list. An sapectally
Interesting room at the Art InMatte Ina the childrenh Lamm
Here the children ware sinied an
the 111Wir with their ket diem into
sunk.en wells about two feet deep
sod the wells IWO about. 5 isit
dlommer. Tehles for the chadriens

FOR CORRECT

TIME aid
TEMPERAIURE
DAY OR NIGHT

DIAL

753-6363

PEOPLES BANK
of
Murray. Kentucky

While milking back to aur hated.
we sew a torn on the eieventh
floor of a hotel (we counted the
floors to be saw mistime windowa.
at
degrees. mind you' He slaved
at us.I dan't see how his hand
U* fram cracking off sten he
waved_
On Morichay night.. we went to
hie 'Cheers", a teenage night
Illub. There were 3.1100 lights In
this club that blinked off and on
es the time of the mimic It was
wain!' As Mrs
rebellion said.
"They rust clone have such as that
around Murray do they" On. 171
Vhe way the bar tam cksed that
night Music woo fun:abed ter a
garb bend and• boys band and
the sponsoring company was Costs
and Clark This_ one of the few
Mors we traveled by btu, and we
Wee lake Michigan to thank for
Mot. for at that ume Me was remising WSW!! over tne streets near the
lake and they were frown and
me of them were closed Beltnne
is night wee midnight and we
ere a ured and extsased group,
Med to Minis into bed.

Give A Gift That the Whole Family ill
Enjoy for Many Years To Come!

MOM

•m•

we
WWI
VIM

we
we

GIVE THEM A. . .

we
.
6

MOBILE HOME
From

M•••

we
we
we
we
we
we
we
we
we
we
we
we
we
we

Neal Starks Mobile Homes

we
we
we
we,
we
we
we

•

we
we
we

osraicH.

THE HORNED
this one In the Los Angeles Z°°, Is
a most rare species, nen rarer than the unicorn and ttsminable Snowman_ In fact, when this one moves over Ita
horns will be the twin spires of the zoo's main building.

we
we

•

we

Yule Greetings By The Billions
To Tack The Mailman's Sack

we
we
a..

we
Lacano. who hails the new con- =
cerl halls sprusingt. Or by Be!' =
hard Kaplan, who crested • cl =
NEW YORK Tie — Count 'ten.
They nun into the billions, the temporary "stained nest' windy* we
manber of Chnstmas cards U S. reflect:mg the surge of the 014
beneath the multi-angular patfamiiies send
terns of WZOKI and skyscrapers
=
The senate group aLso noted =
The Greeting Card Aasciabon
enonated that 35 billion Yu:e sews the WOW *U•$ mai=
cards
be mailed thus year. the In deargn — cards deging se** we
largest number es er exchanged-- the th.
.of
•••
•••
Noche 400 mailhun more than were the
sm.
men
sent during the 1965 holiday seen
The essmilation
4
Wary to a rainy amend suppain'Me postage b1111 Appradmately ton, the history of Christmas cards
$175 ureI. for the natim's 56 Is not centuries old The fest se.0.•
mason hatioahdkls. the anocia- known coed was desigred
ant by Jahn Cabot* Honive. a =
lion added
we
at how much AIIWIWIIICA WM pointer and illustrator, to his fri- we
we
ipend on the cards themselves mixt. Efar Henry Cole the re•gurwe
the asoceation won't esurnide. atom and OW Ova
the we
In we
-The figures are too nebulous.- Vitisn6a and Albeit
we
we
WY
say Stephen Q Shannon, weals- London. That
we
1943.
UM Menke
we
'The associsnon did add that
It was net until 1016.
4ver,
Christmas gragUngs make up about
dna one thousand copies
the
50 per cent of the total card busnorder dodos were lithogrophed. es.se.
iness, that on the average each
Ingeb-cobirad mod Mkt by ireLli =
family sends 75 cards arid that
in
tha year the relannua theme Is
eigninr4"
13ond fareet..1".11"
Illr Hemy
ikluile
had •et
stroneer then ever Ertr: the US
se▪.
up the art snap In order to in-- se
e
Postai Deportment takes note of
prove the Mato of his contemperthe sematin with mesa rice of a
arias_
awe
Christmas stamp a Madonna and
we
Child 30 per cent of the card
The first American cards were
clesens are on the religious tleme. published in 1875 in Roxbury. ...
with the Madonna by tar the Maas. by Louis Prang, a noted
we
mcst popular
lithographer. The emoolation said ihm
we
anansion said there are obaut the tint known turd had a cees- Ihm
MEE
50.000 dateline in cards tha year, trial Illustration depicting the con- OMNI
we
ret the primory Christmas gym- viviality of the semon. Ilma21 we
we
bob Mil dominate. Among the ponds In the dawn to the left Ohm
UMW
most grainier are Santa Claus, and right showed the charitable MEM
we
we
holly and poinsettia, noeta/gic wai- iota of "nloabingt the poor- and we
we
ter canes. balm, candles. Christ- "feeding the hungry.we
we
mas tree orriarnente, animaa and
Inevitably the greeting on the we
birch
By mowmen, candy canes card Wati detained to become th
we
, NMI
=MI
Chrismes trees. travel scenes. most popular Yule message
we
mail bates and fireplaces.
compose. d
"A Merry awl/pram we
One growing trend Is the ur- and a Happy New
(,. •
we
we
band population growth reverted
we
UM
the Ainerlcan Artmia Group. Inc
we
IMO
made up of hundreds of painters,
we
=MI
we
iLuitraccirs and designers.
we
we
Home of the nouns, show in such
we
we
as the cards painted by Prank

we
we

By GAY PACLET
UPI Weinea's Editor
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All Trailers On Our Lot
Are Open And Lighted
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UNTIL 8 P.M. EACH NITE. COME OUT AND BROWSE.

•I•••1
••••
we
•mol
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THE KEY TO
HAPPIER HOLIDAYS

we

•

we
MEW

we
we
we

is a Shopper's Loan,

NMI
OEM

we

Nam
WMA
MEI
we
mow
IMP
=me
we

from =OS

we
we

Good times are even better when your
, Holiday plans begin with a visit to our
I office. With a handy Shopper's Loan, you'll
be able to shop with cash and save! An
added advantage — only one convenient
monthly payment instead of the usual
deluge of bills in January. Visit or call us
for your Holiday Loan today.

-

$310500 PLUS TAX

•

At this time we are offering a 12'x60' front kitchen, all-electric 3-bedroom trailer. It
has a Tappn range, Admiral refrigerator. It also has the three-inch walls.
Priced from now to the First for only
14895.00 plus tax
* *
* *
FOR YOU PEOPLE WHO WANT A USED COACH . . . We have the largest
selection in Western Kentucky. Also priced for great savings!
Priced from
'995.00 and up

All new trailers are 1967 models!

Prices in this ad effective until December 3 1 , 1 %6

Was

we

we
we
we
we
we
we
we
we
we
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we
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we

we
we

MAO A "PRISONER--Seports from behind the Iron Curtain
have it that Chinese Communist Party Chairman Mao T4Ptung (left) is a "virtual prisoner" of Defense Minister 1..1n
ri ent rally in Peking.
Plao (right!. They are shown at a ,
(Radlophoto)
The Red Guard is reported revering LIIL

BUY NOW AND $AVE!!

tIMM.

Neal Starks Mobile Homes

we

Murray, Kentucky

ALSO . . . . 12' WIDE, 2-BEDROOM

$230500 PLUS TAX

IMO
we

MEM
we

Phone: 753-6702

10' WIDE 2-BEDROOM, ONLY

All prices are plus tax.

we
we
we
NEM
lam

IMO
OM=

TIMEMARECO.

both with built-in ranges, one with an 18' living room. Both have 30-gallon
water heaters, and 3- walls. One has a gas furnace, the other an electric furnace. Priced below anyone. These are truly homes with plenty of space!
Come out and look them over!

FREE DELIVERY AND SET-UP ON NEW COACHES within 100 miles!

EMI
we
MEM
Min
OEM

Holiday Loans $50 to $800

Southside Shopping Center

NVe Have Two 12'x64' Mobile Homes .

we
we

MIR

ALMO, KENTI(K V

IBM
NMI

usIneae Phone

IMM
OEM

RURAL ROUTE 1

OMB
we

Home Phone
753-1903

wel
MIMI
MINI
we753-64
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3ti'vAP • HIRE • BUY • SELL.• RENT •

D-I4-C
Lot In one of the best areas in
Pat SALE
I Murray.
BRICK HOUSE, 3-bedrorn with
APARTMENT FOR RENT_ New af- carport °ail
TUCKER REALTY & INS cc• 502
753-6076 or see at PIANOS FOR CHRISTMAS,
fictency for college boys. Call 753- 1709
Story
!diller, during day
0-14-C and Clark., Grand. Low over head, Maple Street, Murray, Ky., 753-4312,
4466 or 753-6660.
Jan. 10-NC
Donald R. Tucker, Bobby G. Gro--- NICE THILEE-ROOM apartment terms. Reed's Music Manor, 5 miles gan,
13-16-C
3-ROOM unfurnished
ePeremeelt- oumpletely furrantied. private en- So. of Benton, cai Benton-Mayfield
Private bath and entrance, 504 Olive. trance
and both, no untitled; furn- Road, at Harvey. Open evenings, 1940 FORD Pick-up, good condition
Phone 753-3712.
Dec. 31-C with late model Chevrdlet motor.
0-13-C ished, 409 N 5th Street Phone Sunday 1:39 to 7:00.
Phone 753-41019.
Sue! Stalls day 753-3474, night 7530-14-P
NOW LEASING - The Embasay
3512
0-14-C
Aparthuhus,
.7
,
MP
4-Wtstei drsve, 2 tops, in tip106
South
12th
TWO NEW BIOMES
top oondition; Nash station wagon,
it-at.., Luxury two bedroom Phone
Feanala
lisip
black, 4-dour, clean, 6-cylinder,
753-7614.
Wantoct
0-16-C
FOR SALE
transmiaston; '51 ChevBEAUTICIAN WANT) on Friday
rolet
ton pick-up, 2 new tries,
TWO-BEDROOM
house
trailer. and Saturday's. Call 733-309.
F. IL A. Apairmed Financing
land aotelltOon, paint bad, cheap.
evadable Jan. lath. Call 753-2661.
D-140
Dexter Biltirey, 760-5617.
13-14-0
Located In PalriNiew Are
'SO
CHEVROLET,
good
mechaniUnit No. 4 on Belmont Drive.
cal ooisciAkm. New tires, 1200.00.
'Three bedrooms. two bathsPhone 753-7972,
0-14-P
otro,e huoLly rooms-out:oat storage acid karat-tens
Wisst KenKENMORE ELNICTRIC clothes drytucky Cabinet CO4n4ALLIY.
er, km good condition. Can be seen

FOR

RINT

To Carry Ledger & Times Paper Route
Apply at Ledger & Times Office
tinc

Attention Boys!

For appoutatnient, catil
t lyde Johnson, at
Johnson Bros. Construction
umpany, 753-6767
It 753-4879
D-14-C

BRING ALONG the whole Bandy
Laid try this one on for son. This
quality 5-bedroom borne u the ulL11110AC in living cuovetoence, 2
bailie:, den, and tanoly room, double garage, carpeting throughout,
central heat and ad-oonchtioning,
excellent location.

An excellent paper route in Murray is
open. We need a good responsible boy
for this route immediately. Qualified
boy can start at once. Please apply in
person at the Ledger & Times office

ROOM FOR ALL: A new spacious
3-bectroom brick with 2 bath, Lure
fanuly room, completely equipped
kite:hen, attadaed garage, on large
--

•

/„. $275,000 was up for grabs --fatally in

r
or
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SPECIAL NOTICE, Wanted: All
typos tree work, Buford Marsh,
Route 1, Almo, Ky. 753-3156

!OCT

BOONE'S
Phone 71.3-2652
Age

a-ss

1. Mariantoiaiice Man.
2. Steam fund:Ler
3. Ciao La.oatio
- y Attendkat,
itagat sleet a id 1,1) p.
D-19-C

Jan. 10-C

ADD NEW LIFE to old carpets,
SCW11111,PUL/ atm Blue Lustre-Blue , PERSON Td care for child and
do housekeeping. References
$1.00 a day,
Lu-'Lre athunPooer
required. Mils:, heave oWn. traneporkingluai Pam. Sttae,
Jan.-13-C
Cation. Pnon2 753-7147 after 5 p.
at 204 %sail:item
753-3043.
13-15-C
Yandiew
for
0-15-C CALVE
Christmas
Cologne and perfume
Illottand
SIAMinSE KITTENS make Christ- Drugs,
Wah 1 ED
oast side al Court Square.
mas last all year Registered, shamD-15-C
pion lines assure quelity. Health
WANTED. One copy each of Cemeguarantee
Stud service, holkieg
SYMPHONIC
tape teries of Caloway Ccuincy KenOulicy
boarding Kay-ties Cala, 753-7664. PORTABLE
sad Sectlon.s
Acilian-ng Count9K•ncierf ill
Christmas
T-P-C recorder,
at 179.06 at Chucks Music lee, published by the Calloway County Chstealcgtral Socaety and HisKAY ELECTRIC Guitars, 45 Wait Center.
0-16-C
tory of Calloway County. Kentucky
tunplifier. Like new, reasonable. Qi11
pubishoci UI 1931. Contact A-belt
753-3888 after 5 p. in.
D-14-P
apiociAL ft MOTE'S phonographs Lee at Hat-dui, Kentucky or phone
KM. your carpets beautiful des- 116.95. 3 speed. Perfect for Christ- 437-3733.
0-16-C
pite constant footsteps of a busy Mae. Stereo portable and tab:e
family. Get Blue
Lu.stre
Rant modella from 639.95. Battery pow(AJR.D OF THANKS
electric shampooer $1. Starks Hard- med
tranaster
with
diamond
I would like to express my deep
Ware,
0-17-0 needle 634.95. Also other fine
aoproolanon tor tne lunchiess shown
to iny wife, BOLIEL/12 during her ill1960 FALCON, Good transporta- rnouels. Chucks Music Center
D-16-C nts,s.I sir
-candy thank the friends
tion, good mileage, $200.00. Phew
•0-14-C
753-7770.
and negglifters, the doctors and
hospital stall. the people cut the
SHOOT EU UP for Ctuidtansa. LUCILLE'S BEAUTY SHOP is now enorta Grove and Ping. Lap:cat
Plenty of are worn a Joe's Oxman' open. Everyone it, welcome. Chill Chimer- and especially the Harvest
litdre. Model. Tana
0-36-C 02-8791 at Hazel, Ky for an ap- Sunday School Class for their efpointment Operators are Lucille
as
NEW rsRrx-sEantoom brick in Wilaon and Patricia allbritten. forts in malting her bat hours
pleasant as passible. I aba thank
Keeno:and Subditioion on Magnolia
D-17-C the Max Churchill P'unentl Home
Dint COnnplotely carpeted, 2 baths,
for ther very fine services.
garbage disposal, chehainoher, cm
Harold L. Pones and ALDUOR SAFI., simple and feat
100' x 150' lot. Paved drive. Cidi
dauhter, Lams Lee
with GoBese tablets. °my 98e Hot753-33.38,
0-39-P
1TP
laud Drugs.
H-D-22-C
T. V. PIRUITWOOD, 23-nab Can
be Oen on Peg*" Ann Dr.ye W. W.
Myles. Call 753-2530.
D-16-C

cal

only manner which the exisdinglered slowly back onto the *auCHAPTER 22
VOI! didn't say anything to eondition• decreed togicaL He cer. -They uleni44e0 tia
Platt nodded. -By name and
I Detective Platt *bout the would borrow one hundred dolAt th. mows.,
money. chcl you?" Harry Noble lars from the credit union and by nis photograpn. rhere were
three
of
month.
them
'They were incited
repay it at ten dollars a
asked Alice Drury anxiously.
A.N1- DRIVE-TN
I P012 CAP1 5
money
Heavens nor I "Pop • said Pete. the older up in ari apartment in Brooklyn
tlettlasition out 7113-1314 anyans.
with
the
think
its
entire
twins,
"do
you
twelve
klos
or
the
in"And you think that I nadl
something to du with - with too late to let Santa Claus know tact. Apparent* they was. -MO
Swallow's death and maybe Ed wed rather nave a Stingray part ot two murders and are
Sesir.cat. °Bore:
singing their nead. aft In Mat
Snyder's. That's why you told with • banana seat!"
-Santa CLausr Mike guffaw- the, indicate, tney would hike
the detective what you did WA.NTED-Trre topping. trimming
wnoever
ed, nal" the milk-soaked corn to get their amide
"1
don't know what
'flees and shrubs, cutting dawn treas.
think. Harry. I was confused flakes dribbling out of nts shot Swalliny, oecause this but
Any type of lawn w.rit and tsces,2r
when he told me who he was mouth onto noi clean trousers. was the first in a tong-term er•
saw work. Call 436-580 or see Jun
Mike- his mother groaned. rangement"
and came right out and asked
13-15-NC
Prklemore
'They made the buy Saturday
me if I knew where you were "Look at yourself!" She nurbetween midnight Saturday and ded into the kitchen for a damp West!"
"At about two Or two-thirty
eight or nine o'clock Sunday
met
Brandeis lifted his coffee ab- Sunday morning. They
morning. There was only one
...TRY TO WIN HER OVER
way I'd have of knowing where sently, his eyes still on the Swallow aria another man at •
BY FLATTERING HER
you were theh, and that was If newspaper. "What was that, tavern on River Street A place
called the Blue Heron when is
I bad been with you. So. ' son •"
"So that's whet you told! "The English bikes we thought In the woe odocs woere Snyhim • lie felt an Laid sea/union we wanted, do you suppose San- der a car turned up. There are
of pride, a strange delight in ta Claus would mind getting a couple ot private 1,01711, in the
what she bad dons, It seemed Stingrays with banana seats in- place, and the transaction was
made in one of them two nun
to be a tar greater accomplish stead' They're the coolest."
merit than it would have beer
He rooked up, aware that drect aria seventy-five thous:Jul
If it were true.
simething nail been said about dollars In cash was pant for
"Did 1 .
do the wrong not getting English takes "Ba- twelve altos at the pure stuff.
thing?"
nanas? What the devil are you They left right afterward, and
assumed that Swallow and the
"You shouldn't have Involved! talking about"
other man Cilf, the same."
you:teal
flue doorbell rang and Ella
-This other man, did they
7 What am 11 dropped the Wet cloth in Mike a
"Involved .
identify ruin?
Involved on Harry?"
lap on the way through Use
Platt sipped nil coffee and
"I don't know myself You're breakfast nook.,"Clean up that
shook hie head "Not by name
right about the money I didn t I mess!'
might
ne
A
anybody,
but
that
picture of Snyder's on the
kill
"Not banana' Pop," Pete
way up there now The descrip• little aarci to couvinoe the! laughed. -Banana seats!"
tion Ste Wm. though."
police of it they find out roe
"It's Oilcan John!" Ella callgoi the money • He stared at'
Brandeis niblYed the back of
Pu
the oeginning and Cold Alice
We neck and scowled. "Two
a
to,
bringing
came
Platt
eitacity weal bad happened on,
guys with that much cash in a
• swirl of frigid air with ham. He waterfront dive
SO I'M NOT TOUGH, HUH
Sunday mOrnine
on Saturday
the
seat
of
nook
onto
the
slid
WELL, YOu'RE WRONG.' GET
When 011 sias &Me, she was I
. Maybe they were
night
Been
Pete.
'dee.
"Ht
beside
I
round-eyed
OUT OF HERE, CARSON,
startrig at nun
you mugged, and some punk hit the
..„--Ano now all that money Is in good 7 Santa going to bring
BEFORE I PRovE IT.'
Jackpot unexpectedly."
anything?"
station!
bus
the
iireleer at
it
I
think
the
Ballistics
report
"I'm Mike, Uncle Oscar."
Ut what-whit
knocks that out. No waterfront
"Seems like half the time I'd
''All I Know is that when I
punk is going to shoot one man
saw it. I Slidn't just see a pile guess right. Morning. John,"
then take that man s gun lend
Ella put a cup of steaming
of money I saw It as a way
shoot the second men with it
aortae before the young detecout"
You know. I think maybe Soy
Live. and he grinned up at her.
'A way oil ot what 7" ,
der planned a double-cross.
Ho smiled. "Noe, that's I -Just let in. know when you're think he did shoot Swallow. and
damned gooel gm Meeen I'm not ready to WANT this fat man, somebody eke gut him."
sure I , can answer it now I beautiful. I•Ye got two tickets to
-Then it gets bare to riaviro:
probably could hive Sunday Rio right here In my pocket!" two or three cruses at the awn,
She patted his cheek coquetmorning "
time."
"nu re not going to keep it. fierily. "I'm sine. When are you
"And I still say the logical
going to bring your new girl
are you"
man who wiund up with the
"I ve already taken the risk." to see me? Bring her over to- money is Noble.••••••
"But but the money Ocloops irtornite night for dinner."
"I droppeci by Noble's girl
Now how AM
**New girl
to somebody Barry.'
friend's apartment last night,"
belong
It
does
"Who? Whe
Platt said.
IT v./ERE A PLEASURE 70 OF
to? Not to Swallow he a dead.
"Katherine Jasper, isn't It?
"Alice something, wasn't it?"
and
Vivian
ro
N AO-E,-EE-AED
Snyder
So is
Is it serious this time, Oscar?
Platt
nonled.
"Alice
Drury. A
I doubt it
Swallow a widow
V.PF •10, FOR' -4You know, you aren't getting very 'inflictive girt You could
-The money was paid for illegal any younger.W;FE A140-.0 LET'
he right about Noble I ithkeil
narcotics funikgied into the
Pi:1U looked bearech111141Y0
4 her if she knew where he was
country. The goiernnieut would his partner
- Saturday night and Sunday
And we call
•-•.;
probably wind up with It and selves detectives!"
morning, and oche came right
frankly. the Ides of turning it
dinner,!' out and told me he spent the
!Tomorrow night .
over to the government doesn't Ella said, and went back irate night with her."
exactly thrill me." He reached the kitchen.
Brandeis scowled. "It seems
over and took her nand "I at..
Brandeis, grinning, put the
to me that indicates Just the op
preciate what you tried to In !!!per
sdelde. "You're not here a
a
Oscar "
Alice. I mean that.. P°8ite'
seven-fifteen to steal my wifel'i
She looked at him, wail tents What's up?'
suddenly "11
"Harry's mouth was sud"Narcotics agent.. in Neu
"
I her eyes "Oh
Marry
tafrirry
denly leine dry
the polleesave collared the boy'
York
•
• •
MOO had slopped talking and
! that made the buy from Swan
ono were simply ion),Ina el
"DOUCE Detective John Bran- ow.' The •tori reaches
araidgi., coffee cup now,
elm
deo to.ole the decisioo to
!onnorrow.
• ettnutN it
solve no small problem in the! halfway to his mouth and low
roan she ['reseeded a Co :nine Club outer 1: 111811 In 01.15'.
Distributed by Bin, restored levedosiii

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1-Egyptian
slunk
5-Mstal fastener
8-Turdy
12 ao
1.3.kere
14.5 content/11
15 Ague
17 Articles of
fur noturs
19-Reaches across
20 In want
21 Highway
23 River in Africa
24 Possesses
26 Repulse
28 Vessel
31 Teutonic deity
32 Recent
33 Prefix. down
34 Corded troth
36-Country of
311-Ocean
39 Part of car
41 Ike45.Music very 5...7
48-Cause
50 Church
officials
51 Comfort
52.Possess
54 Boma nativis
Si Winter
rsteile
56 -;pre.d for
drying
DoteN
1-Totals
2 Proloand

3-Proliiiiiis
4-"4 Sell ter-'
5-laker's
product
6.Prefie. not
7 Openwork
fabric
8-Tag
9-In slumber
10-Bound
11 Simple
16-For rner
Russian ruler
18.Dye plant
22 Dep.essions
23 Recently
24 Pronoun
25 Exist
27 Edible seed
29 Poem
1

2

12

Answer to 1estteday %Puede

Wriqt;i117",77

77'1:

ALocammill
MM004._ani
,
10 DM
MOB !IMMO OW
00 UIDOU OREM
ritaf4VROM MON
QMOG mon
amomrrr
VOP
GED
MOD
1+
30 Afternoon petty
35 Gratify
36 Preposition
37 Shout
38 Scatter
40 Fac.iitatecl
42 Dipper
43 Spanish for
*.three"

3

5
'. . 13
.{^›
16

6

7

•".. 17

44 Actual
46 focal
espe•ession
47 Mountain in
Greece
49 Negative
50 Fimsh
53 Pronoun

''.." 8
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33
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49
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OP

DON'T BE.,STRAN,PSERSI!
DRAP IN AT NIAH
BACHELOR Ar:ARTNIENT
ANN TIN'tE AT ALL,AN1'
WE KIN.) HAVE SOME
LAFFS

9

o.,:•'14
15.'s
IS

I WISH
I COULD
SAY THE
SAME
ABOUT YO'U

iiiiiiini

•

Power N.

FO/Nri

LOST Ciertnan Sinfurik jouwig,_
.
a
i.boutt 6 months old- 140 betitraen
So. Hith and Glendale Road. Answers to Mackie 753-6199. 13-14-C

LAUNDRY & CLEANERS

4

•

WATE,

'MVP

PERSONALLY STYLLTI floral recorattons for any occasion custommade candles, corsages, house dear, wedding service, centerpieoes.
party decorations. Ruth Evermeyer,
Ruth's Dealigns, 753-6506. Dec.-19-C
_
ALECTROLUX
Box 213, Murray, Ky., C. M. Sanders. Phune 382-3176 Lynnvile, Ky.
Dec. 29-C

(

S

1-2 250-350 lbs. 11500-96.00;
1-3 350-450 gas 614 00-15 00 2-3 450-600 lbs. 613.00-14.00.

Wither.
LT S. 1-2 190-210 lbs. 120.26-21 25;
U S. 1-3 190-230 lbs. 119.73-2100;
U S. 2-3 235-270 1156 S19.0-2025;
SOWS:

OrrOilruNirtlItS

SEMI-RETIRED MAN OR WOMAN

•

Federal State Market News Servne U.
STATION
atteaclant
Wednesday, Dec. 14 1966 Kollar:0
wanted. Oall or a.pipky at Paikiir
.92iall at Goichvater. 489-3732. 0-17-C Puroliatia-Area Hog lidutet Report
includes 7 Boy rig 9latiam
Receipts 715 Head, Harrows sad
(lefts 25-59c Heater; atoki,
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(Con Hanoi Frau Pails One)
1:0-.110,) ZiI

.e

n..O. at :east g.....614:4:
&niter.

Mn. Mar.on a':owec!
pooluz.e
fru:t
on. a 1.--enot ar tzarc21.41
us_ng IS:. Mason's famon
patent.
Jest

maybe

h.
ibis Is r
_uki be at the end Of our penp: Doe, arlyia:dy ko-a
.
we
ro- D .7.p us a note U you know
:oisweo to ths one.
most knor:t dorabie inforon
ii
fru:t jars is
og the coaterts and we
o.ow vory :title of haw they UM°
Mto being.
Our

16 Is a insterprear covernag to protect the
at
major splIsleg operation hi Southern Bees
calla project that k marker eempletlea.
John Steentre, oath splicer. Is shown laspecthic
the -Make together- et two sanaller males with
the Stal pair (That's IMO wires'i Cable ea the
right. that well be housed is Ws -ermaeomitot
hos-, located at 16th and CathNom.

us.-

...

Oben eranz•errag what besportaat rags • UM
little tent en Smyth 16th has beat Playing this
past week.
Thia project, which Matted hark at 9th and
Main, will provide new and improved telephone
service le the southwest area of Murray.

Hospital Ream.

Pick during the depratcn days
at of us kols would scour the
oountrya-de for holeorhernen mueonirre. wild p:ums, etc and we
waked take them home where they
sou5d be canned.

We never ate better in our lives
than cloona this peroi. however
we must confers we were always
brake

Murray Mrs Wanda Allem Route
SPF_NDING INCREASE
1. Parrratratro 114.tat 137tem Stewart. 107 K Orompla Street, Chuht
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Mens Nationally Advertised
JEANS

Groups of Ladies
Better Hats uf N1r.

Broken Sizes - Slight Imperfections
Values 6.98

-

John Jr.

Now '1.00
Ruduced - 1 3 Off

Boys No-Iron PANTS, broken sizes
Values to 5.98 - Now '1.00
Ladies HEELS and
Reg. 9.99 - - - -

'
,11 Corning Ware
Reduced - 1

4 Off

FLATS

Sale

6.66

Group of Chatham

6.99 - - - -

4.66

Beauty Rest Blankets

5.99 - - - -

3.97

4.99 - - - -

3.33

Reduced

3.99 - - - -

PYREX Bake and

Reg. 6.99 - Sale 3.77

2.66

* Ladies Hand Knit

Serve Asst.

Value to '1.00

SWEATERS
-

57e

rie
Reg. 10.99- Sale 5.88
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Group of Ladies
HATS

-

/11

Big Assortment Wool Fabrics

Reduced
REDUCED

Mr. John am
'
.
/
1
2

.tOl
Reduced 1

Price

3

Knits
Jerseys (Reg. 1.99 to 4.99)

QUARTET VISITS
13LTDAP12ST 17$ - 14urepirel
famed Bartok String Quartet us:e
roe 19 ooncerta in the
V: ed Staten during Jarman' and
February tho Hungs.rien news agency reported Monday

Groups of Ladies

Groups of Ladies Suits and

SUITS - Reduced

2-Pc. Dresses - Reduced
9 99 - Sale 6.66
Reg. 15.99 - Sale 10.66
Reg 10 99 - Sale 7.33
Reg. 17 99 - Sale 12.00
Reg 11 99 - Sale 800
Reg. 22 99 - Sale 15.33
Reg. 14.99 - Sale 10.00
Reg 29 99 - Sale 20.00
Reg

Bute Knits, Marie
Phillips, Mis Pernilla, _
Forever Young

All Ladies

•
'
.Reg. 25.00 -

1134Crtire
1:30•0

Sale

19.75

Fur-Trimmed Coats
REDUCED

29.00 -

22.50

34.99-

26.24

Reg. 44.99

Sale 29.99

39.99-

30.00

Reg. 49.99

Sale 33.33

45.00 -

33.75

Reg. 39.99

/I

49.00 -

Ladies

Sale 26.66

Reg. 59.99

Sale 40.00

Reg. 65.99

Sale 44.00

37.50
Reg. 79.99

Sale 54.00

Reg. 89.99

Sale 60.00

All-Weather
All Ladies Untrimmed Coats

COATS - Reduced

Reg. 10.99-- Sale

7.33

REDUCED

Reg. 28.99

Sale 19.33

Reg. 39.99 - - - - Sale 26.66
-

8.66

14.99 -

9.99

16.99 -

11.33

24.99 -

16.66

Reg. 29.99

Sale 20.00

Ladies Car Coats by Paddle & Saddle
REDUCED
Krdted
APOCCASIII
Vet 4c moccasin - type
tornow
'or
EloO,cized
s:
cc:. O.rtetCe. stry-on fit. Softm
rubber 50:e has form rubber
insole cushicoi Booed pars.
'ten's in hosiery soes 10 to
13. latys hovery Size 9 to 11.
Chace of four colors.

RYAN

••
Reg. 22.99

V'"

COPERNICUS WAY OVER 'MERV-Lunar Orbiter n sends back this photo of the Moon from
20, 4 miles above the surface. 7'he keyhole-shaped crater is Fauth, about 13 miles across
and 4.500 feet deep. And 33 miles beyond is the big crater Copernicus, gouged out by a
giant meteorite way. way back in time. Copernicus is 60 miles vines and two miles
drep. The rim is surrounded by angular blocks up to 150 feet across, and there are steep
' cliffs 1.000 feet high. Hills In foreground are old rocks projecting through volcanic rocks.

35.00 -

21.34

39.99 -

26.66

Sale 15.33

Reg. 24.99

Sale 16.66

Reg. 29.99

Sale 20.00
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Open Every Night Till 8 Until Christmas
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